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Growing
Pains
provide for not on ly 
current students but 
also future students. 
T h e  grow th is 
w elcom e, but is hasn’t 
been w ith o u t som e 
challenges. S tu d e n ts  
continue to make 
com plaints about such 
things as parking and 
h o u s in g .
T h e  adm inistration 
and S G A  are 
continually w o rk in g  to 
im prove J S U  and keep 
“J S U , R ig h t fo r Y o u .”
J S U  w elcom es the 
grow th the cam pus has 
been experiencing. J S U  has 
grow n to around nine 
thousand students, w ith 
m ore students expected to 
flo w  into the u n ive rsity in 
the next 10 years, J S U  has 
had to meet problem s head 
on to adapt to the grow th 
o f the student b o d y.
Facilitie s such as A y e rs  
Hall are going through 
renovations to make 
accom m odations to allow  
the school to be able to
Jacksonville
State
University- 
the Friendliest 
Campus in the 
South
This phrase continues to ring true 
in the ears o f over 9,000 students. 
J S U  has grown so much in the 
past few  years, that it is now  the 
fifth largest school in the state of 
A la b a m a  Th e  rising costs of 
higher education keep making J S U  
a better deal according to most 
freshmen students and their 
parents.
Right; 'Students, staff, 
and community 
m em bers pack into the 
stands at the Coliseum 
during a Gamecock 
basketball game.
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Below: The mathematics department is 
currently without a home, so classes 
are taught in building all over campus.
Below: potential students look 
over material about Jacksonville 
State University.
A b o v e : Students try to concentrate in a 
crowded biology class at Martin Hall.
Opening 7
Remembering....
Space Shuttle Columbia
Jacksonville S ta te  University held a memorial service February 6, 2003, to honor the astronauts who lost their life in Space Shuttle Columbia. The crew members of the Space S h u ttle  Columbia Were: R ick  H u sban d ,  Kalpana Chawla, W illiam  M cC oo l, Dav id Brown, Laurel  C l a r k ,  
M i c h a e l  A nderson  and Isr a e ls  I la n  Ramon. J S U  li t  seven candles in memory of the crew. The Gospel Choir and students performed during the service. They Were followed by a Video tribute to the Columbia Crew.
Seven  candles "Were li t  in memory of the astronauts who lost their lives on
February 1, 2003.
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there are no survivors."
Right: President M eehan speaks to the crowd about the tragedy.
Photos by Patricia  Lockhart
Columbia TimelineJanuary 16, 10:39 a.m.- Columbia rocketed into space from Kennedy Space F light Center.February 1, 8:15 a.m.- Columbia fired  braking rockets, and streamed toward touchdown.9 a.m.- Mission Control lost all data and contact with Columbia crew. Residents of Texas, A rkansas, and Louisiana reported a "big bang" and witnessed flames in the sky.9:16 a.m.- Columbia's original scheduled landing.9:29 a.m.-N A S A  declared an emergency.11:00 a.m.-NASA lowered the flag  next to its countdown clock at Cape Canaveral, FL to half-staff.2:05 a.m.- President George W. Bush:" Columbia is lost;
Columbia Memorial 9
A t  Casino Night, 
during spring 
2003, a student 
plays the slots,
Many students, faculty  and 
community members 
participated in Up Til Dawn 
this year and helped to raise 
over $10,000 for S t. Jude 
Children’s Hospital
During the fall semester, S G A  
sponsored a hypnotist show. The 
students pict ured below were 
hypnotized onstage.
The JS U  Drama 
Department 
presented 
many play s 
during the 
2002-2003 
year. The 
scene pictured 
at right is from 
Jesus Christ. 
Superstar.
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Right: R.W . Apple, 
associate editor of The 
New York Tim es, was 
the featured speaker at 
the annual Ayers 
Lecture in April 2003.
Left: Students 
enjoy playing the 
craps table at 
Casino Night in the 
spring.
The JS U  A rt Depart­
ment holds many 
showing throughout the 
year. One art student's 
work is pictured at left.
Growing
This fall Jacksonville 
State University showed 
the largest percent 
increase in enrollment 
among all public 
universities in the state 
of Alabama. According 
to a preliminary survey 
conducted by the 
Alabama Commission on 
Higher Education, JS U  
experienced a 7.1 
percent increase in 
enrollment over last 
year while statewide 
there was only a 2.8
A s  soon as classes 
began, students and 
faculty
both realized how much 
J S U  had grown this 
year. Overflowing 
classrooms, packed 
parking lots, and full 
dorms all showed the 
growth J S U  experi­
enced during the year. 
The numbers prove 
that Jacksonville State 
University must really 
be “the friendliest cam­
pus in the South!”
The International Program at J S U  
attracts students from many different 
countries. Som e freshmen members 
of the program are pictured above.
The famous three witches 
from Shakespeare's Macbeth 
were played by three J S U  
students.
Opening 11
A
campus
On S eptember 11 ,2002, Jacksonville S ta te  University 
students, faculty, and sta ff gathered on the front lawn of 
Bibb Graves H a ll  to remember, reflect, and honor the 
Am erican heroes who died exactly one year before at the 
World Trade Center and the Pentagon A t  8:45 a.m., 
S G A  President Robert H ayes introduced the ceremony 
that began with a twenty-two minute march around Trustee 
C ircle. The walkers Were lead by J S U  President and 
M r s . B ill M eehan , along with M s . P e a r l W illiams, a 
J S U  sta ff member whose son was killed  in the attach on 
the Pentagon. A f t e r  the progression returned to the front 
of Bibb Graves, the M arching Southerners performed the 
"S ta r  Spangled B a n n e r "Both President M eehan and 
Jacksonville M ayor Jerry S mith addressed the crowd.
"R ig h t  President Meehan encouraged everyone to remember those who lost their lives and the courage of the heroes of that day.
Above: A solemn student from Piedmont Elementary School stands between two American flags.
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Rem em bering...September 11, 2001
L eft: A  J S U  faculty member remembers the life  of M ajor  Dwayne Williams, Jacksonville native, whose life  was lost at the Pentagon.
Below: F if th  grade students from Piedmont Elementary School sang "God Bless America" at the end of the ceremony.
£ e f t:  A  student’s t-shirt honors the American heroes who lost their lives on September 11, 
2001.
Rem em brance Service 13
In October 2002 , 
Catalytic performed 
on Friday night at 
Brother's.
92 -J Below:  The drummer from Adelayda performed on 
Saturday night
The third and fourth consecutive 92-J 
Benefit Concerts were held in October 
2002 and March 2003. The fall benefit 
featured 10 bands and was the largest 
benefit yet, held in March 2003, which 
featured 12 bands. The benefit is put on 
each semester by 92-J, the JSU radio 
station, to raise money for the station. 
The idea for the benefit was first 
developed by Something 5, a rock band 
out of Atlanta. The fall benefit raised 
$1100 and the spring benefit raised $1030.
Benefit
Concerts
October 25-26, 2002 
March 14-15, 2003
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Right: 
Members of 
the group 
Caddle were 
in
Jacksonville 
twice this 
year
Right: 
Unit 
performs at 
the Fall 
2002 
Benefit.
Left:  A guitarist 
from Surburban 
Love Junkies came 
to Jacksonville 
for both the fall 
and spring 
benefits
Above: The lead 
singer for Ladder 6 
sings during the fa ll 
2 0 0 2  benefit.
Fall 2002
Ricky Carden 
Blue Routes 
Catalytic 
Unit 
Aeolian 
Ladder 6 
Caddle 
Adelyda 
Surburban Love 
Junkies
Adelyda showcased the Saturday night concert in fa ll 2 0 0 2  The group 
originates from Birmingham. Alabama
Spring 2003
Yip
Long Story Short 
None Whatsoever 
The Stuart Douglas 
Band
Random Wood 
Promise the Ghost 
Half Down Thomas 
Surburban Love 
Junkies 
Caddle 
Something 5 
Head Graft
92-J Benefit 15
Right: P hi Mu and 
Pi Kappa P hi hold 
their banner at the 
bonfire.
Left: Ze ta  Tau 
Alpha and Kappa 
Alpha Order show 
off their 
Homecoming 
banner.
Right: Delta Zeta 
and Kappa Sigm a 
present their banner 
during the bonfire.
Right: Jacksonville State 
University's favorite Gamecock, 
c o c k y , makes an appearance at 
the presentation of the 
Homecoming Queen for 2002 
during the bonfire.
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Left:  Alpha 
Omicron Pi 
and Sigm a 
Phi Ep s ilo n  
gather around 
their banner.
Right:  JS U  President 
Dr. Bill Meehan, his 
wife Beth and their 
daughter show their 
support for the 
Gamecocks at the 
Homecoming Bonfire.
Below: A lp h a  X i Delta and 
Delta Chi present their 
Homecoming Banner at the
Homecoming Hoedown
Jacksonville State University 
Novem ber 9 , 2002
Homecoming 2002 was like none other at J S U . This 
year's theme,“Homecoming Hoedown,” was present 
throughout all of the festivities, which actually began 
seventeen days prior to gameday with the Homecoming 
Pageant. Students then voted on the top ten contestants 
during the next tw o weeks. Days of the week during the 
actual week of Homecoming were assigned a different 
dress for each day. Karaoke in the Cafe and the Bonfire 
were both held on J-Day, Novem ber 7 ,  2002. Then, on 
Novem ber 9th, Homecoming officially began. JS U
played Northwestern State in an 
exciting game beginning at 4:00. 
Firew orks after the Gamecock victory 
marked the end of Homecoming 
2002.
Le ft: JS U  
Ballerinas 
perform during 
the bonfire 
festivities on 
Thursday night.
Bonfire.
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Homecoming 
Parade 2002
The Jacksonville State University 
Homecoming Parade was held on November 9, 
2002, at 1:00 p.m. The Marching Southerners, 
along with area high school bands, all float 
entries, and the top five Homecoming Queen 
contestants participated in the parade. Other 
area notables and the 2002 JSU Outstanding 
Alumni rode through the town of Jacksonville 
in antique cars. The parade route ran around 
the city of Jacksonville Square and toward the 
JSU campus.
Below: First place in the Homecoming Float competition 
went to Zeta Tau Alpha and Kappa Alpha Order.
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Left: Phi Mu and Pi 
Kappa Phi won second 
place in the float 
competition. Their float 
included live barnyard 
animals.
Below: Alpha Omicron 
Pi and Sigma Phi 
Epsilon built this float 
with a larger than life 
size Cocky and Mrs. 
Cocky.
Left: Delta Zeta 
and Kappa 
Sigma built this 
Homecoming 
Hoedown float.
Homecoming parade 19
J S U  H omecoming
Queen 2002
M iss  Jenny Earley
M i s s  Earley is a senior from M c C a lla , Alabama, majoring in Elementary 
Education. S h e is president of Phi M u  S o r o ity , J S U  Peer Counselor,
J S U  Ambassador, and a member of the Student Government Association.
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Top Ten 2002
J S U 's  2002 Homecoming Top Ten:M issy Alm aroad is from Jacksonville, Alabama. She is a junior majoring in elementary education and is sponsored by Zeta Tau A lpha.Ashley Downing is from Anniston, Alabama. She is a sophomore majoring in biology and her minor is business. Downing is sponsored by Sigm a Phi Epsilon.Jenny Earley is from  M cC alla , Alabam a, She is a senior majoring in elementary education and is sponsored by Phi M u .Kelly Hamilton is from Jemison, Alabama. She is a junior majoring in nursing and is sponsored by Kappa A lpha  Order.Carrie Howard is from S elm a , Alabama. She is a senior majoring in communication and her minor is Spanish.Howard is sponsored by A lpha X i  Delta.Alesha I ngram is from Louisville, Kentucky. She is a junior majoring in sociology and her minor is management. Ingram is sponsored by Delta Sigm a Theta.Cambrey Jordan is from Birmingham, Alabama. She is a sophomore majoring in political science and pre-law and her minor is business administration. Jordan is sponsored by Zeta Tau A lph a .Amber R eid  is from Weaver, Alabama. She is a senior majoring in communication and her minor is music. Reid is sponsored by Zeta Tau Alpha.A shley Stedham is from Anniston. Alabama. She is a sophomore double majoring in marketing and fashion merchandising. Stedham is sponsored by A lpha Omicron Pi.Emily Williams is from Hokes B lu ff, Alabama. She is a sophomore majoring in mathematics and her minor is Spanish. Williams is sponsored by Zeta Tau Alpha.
The top ten contestants are, front le f t , Jenny Earley, A lesh a  Ingram , Emily W illiam s, K elly  
H am ilton, A m ber R e id , Cambrey Jordan, M is s y  A lm aroad, A sh ley  Stedham , A sh ley  Downing,
and Carie Howard.
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Right: 
Children 
enjoy the 
JSU
moonwalk.
Right:  Two extra small JSU 
cheerleaders are "coached" by 
their moms.
L eft: A JSU 
student paints 
a little girl's 
face while a 
clown 
watches
R ig h t : JSU 
sophomore 
Laura Lee 
Hale and her 
mother enjoy 
time together 
during the 
football 
game
Right: Freshmen Erin 
Robertson and Allison 
Land enjoy watching the 
football game with their 
mothers.
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Left:  Cocky 
shakes the hand 
of  a future JSU 
student while 
her mother 
takes a picture
Right:  Sophomore 
Chesley Lewis and 
freshman Lee 
Johnston and their 
parents enjoy the 
football game.
Family Day 2002
Saturday, October 12
Jacksonville State University hosted its annual 
Fall Family Day during October 2002. The 
event ran throughout the day, beginning with 
pregame activities on the Gamecock Field. The 
JSU Pep Band, the Marching Southerners. 
Ballerinas. Jazz Ensemble, and Cocky all gave 
special performances. An exhibit by David 
Cummings was located in the Hammond Hall 
Art Gallery during the afternoon. The football
game against Sam Houston 
State University began at 
2: 00 pm
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Below:  Cocky struts in 
front of bleachers fu ll of 
JSU students and their
families.
Left:  A  JSU student 
and her mom show their 
Gamecock pride during 
the football game.
Macbeth
The Jacksonville State University 
Drama Department performed 
William Shakespeare's Macbeth 
on October 1 7 -2 1 , 200 2 , at the 
Stone Center for the Performing 
Arts
JSU's production of Macbeth 
featured Jeff Roper, Casey 
Campbell, Anthony Guffey, 
Jeremy West, Rick Gwin, Joe 
Fuselli, Glenn Davenport, Justin 
Young, Brian Seitel, Jared 
Wright, Chad Howard, Matthew 
Jones, Taylor Bridges, Taylor 
Hyatt, Michael Raines, Chris 
West, Jon Thomas, Scott M errill, 
Jonathon Lawson, Ben 
Whitehead, Becky Johnson, 
Samantha Rosentrater, Amanda 
Kirker, Jessica Abernathy,
Meredith Baker, Christina 
Thompson, Jessica Sanborn, 
Mandy Dickens, Candice Carter, 
and Lora Roberts.
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J e s u s  C h r is t  
Superstar
The Jacksonville State University drama and music departments 
presented a joint production of  “Jesus C h rist S u p ersta r"February 20-23, 
2003. The production, a rock opera, was performed at the Earnest Stone 
Performing A r t s  Center Theatre. The musical  w a s   written by Andrew  
L lo y d  Webber and Tim R ice and original l y opened in London in 1969.
L e f t: The famous last supper was one of many memorable scenes portrayed in the J S U  production.
J S U  drama department head Carlton Ward says that “Superstar" refers to the military power and might people expected Jesus to exercise on their behalf. Peaceful reform was not what many of his followers hoped for; instead they wanted a military leader who Would solve their social and political problems by force.
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Above: Jesus is shown on the crucifix surrounded by followers.
Below: M ary runs to Jesus as he is forced to carry the cross.
According to W ard, Judas is a Very aggressive, somber, and provoking character; while Jesus is portrayed as a compassionate and caring human man who can be hurt and seeks peace rather than war. Ward al so says that the production is a Very strong and significant musical.
Pictures provided by tbe Drama Department Jesus Christ, Superstar 2 7
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Student
Art
Show
The Jacksonville State University Student 
Art Exhibit opened on February 5, 2003. A 
reception was held in the Hammond Hall 
Gallery in honor of the students.
Right: This first place piece is 
by Cristina Almanza. It is a 
Three Dimensional design 
made of carved wood. The 
title is A Glance of Intimacy.
Below: Mr. Duck is a first-place collage by Judy 
Wright Mayer. It is a Two Dimensional design 
piece made of found paper.
Left: This piece is a 
Mezzotint by Anita 
Stewart. It is titled 
Brugmansia and it won 
first-place in the print 
making division.
Above and left: 
Students entered 
pieces to be 
judged in several 
divisions including 
one, two and three 
dimension, 
drawing, 
printmaking, 
painting, and 
ceramics.
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Right: 
"Calendar" 
by Leilah 
Ram pa
\  portion of
Sarah
Cusimano 
Miles’
" Shrine
Installation"
is pictured at
left.
Christina D.  West used Adobe 
Photoshop and Illustrator to 
design her collection of Yum m y 
Dog Food.
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Left: Tavia 
McMunn 
presented a 
collection of 
Black and 
W hite
Photography.
Right: “Mitchell 
and Friends" by 
Heather Black.
JS U  Senior A rt
Exhibit
During the fall and spring semesters, senior art students present their 
final art showing at JSU . The pictures shown here were taken at the 
2003 Spring Art Show . All students participating in this showing will 
receive a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree at graduation.
Left: Leilah Rampa created this art through the use of 
technology. The computer in the picture used Adobe 
Illustrator to project images onto a screen not pictured in 
this photograph. s h e  included four drawings shown on 
the wall beside the computer.
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Right: “Let's Ride" in black and 
white photography by Allison 
Whitten.
Get
on
Board
Day
Jacksonville State 
University hosted Get 
on Board Day on 
August 28, 2002. It 
marked the beginning 
of a new school year at 
JSU. Free hamburgers 
and hotdogs, along with 
music, were provided 
for everyone. Booths 
were set up on the 
Quad with information 
about campus 
organizations and 
activities.
Right: This little boy enjoyed 
climbing the rock cliff at Get on
Board Day.
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Below: Up 'Til Dawn co-director 
Jamie Eubanks sets up a display 
with information about Up 'Til 
Dawn 2003.
Below: SGA Senator Zack Kilgore 
and SGA First V.P. Mark 
Choquette flip hamburgers on the 
Quad.
Left: These 
five ladies 
are
members 
of the JSU 
Gamecock 
Hostesses. 
They
handed out 
information 
to everyone 
interested 
in becoming 
a hostess.
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Did I Do That?SGA sponsored Hypnosis Show
Below: Some familiar 
JSU  faces show off 
their backsides while 
they are under 
hypnosis.
Hypnotist Rich Am es and his 
w ife Marielle entertained JS U  
students on Thursday, Novem ber 
2 1 ,  2002 in the TM B  Auditorium . 
JS U  students participated in the 
hypnosis show, which was a new 
experience for m any of 
them.
Right: JSU  student 
participants do the "Twist" 
much to the amusement of 
their audience.
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A t various times during the show 
students were instructed to do things 
that most of them would not have 
done had they not been hypnotized.
The students under 
hypnosis
experienced many 
new things, such as 
driving a race car, 
and living in the 
North Pole.
Left: Rich Ames tells the 
audience what to expect 
next while his onstage 
participants sleep.
Hypnosis  Show  35
On November 20, 2002 , the 
Student Government Association 
sponsored the annual American Red Cross 
Blood Drive in the TMB Auditorium. 
Many students, faculty, and staff 
donated their time and blood to make this 
event a success. Throughout the day, 
members of the SGA helped the nurses 
and staff from the Red Cross by serving 
refreshments to blood donors and 
registering students as they entered the 
auditorium.
Rights Laura Green relaxes 
and smiles for the camera as 
she gives blood.
Above:  Kevin Simon waits patiently because he 
knows he is donating his blood to a good cause
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Gamecocks bleed Redand White
Left:  Katie 
Carter 
serves 
orange juice 
and other 
refreshments 
to blood 
donors. 
Christina 
Simpson and 
Lain Hawk.
Below: Tiffany Estep prepares to donate her blood to the 
American Red Cross
Left:  Alison 
Pierce and 
Frances 
Archuleta 
greet and 
register blood 
donors as they 
enter the TMB 
Auditorium
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Jimmy
Carter
Work
Project
2003
During the week of 
June 8-13, 2003, more 
than 1,800 people 
came to Anniston, AL;
Lagrange, GA; and 
Valdosta, GA. All of 
these people were 
volunteers for the 
Jimmy Carter Work 
Project 2003, a part of 
Habitat for Humanity. 
During the week, 100 
houses were built for 
families who could not 
afford to build their 
own homes. The 
opening and closing 
ceremonies for the 
Anniston project 
were held at Paul 
Snow Stadium on the 
JSU campus.
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Jimmy Carter, 39th President of 
the United States, and his wife 
Rosaline enter Paul Snow Stadium 
at Jacksonville State University for 
the closing ceremony.
David Ziegler, JSU Director of 
Multi-Cultural Services, recruited 
students and staff members to help 
with the project.
Left: An 
example of 
the hard 
work that 
took place 
during the 
week- a 
home on 
Monday 
that was 
completed 
by Friday.
Jacksonville State University became home to hundreds of volunteer 
during the week. Jack Hopper Dining Hall served breakfast, lunch, 
and dinner to the hungry workers.
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Right:  A  J S U  student 
makes a 'Get Well 
Soon’ card for one of 
the children at  St. Jude.
Left: People 
made cards 
throughout the 
night for the 
kids at St. Jude.
Many- campus organizations 
participated in the event. Right: 
Som e Phi M u Fraternity  sisters 
take a break from Tug of War.
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Above and 
Left:  JSU  
students 
played games 
to stay awake 
until dawn.
Right: Som e of the JS U  softball players 
formed a team for Up 'T il Daw n (Left to 
Right) Julie Bolan, Tera Ross, Coach 
Janna McGinnis, and Ashley Cling all 
make cards for children at S t. Jude 
Hospital
Up Til Dawn came to JS U  for the third year in a row on January 31- 
February 1, 2003. The event lasted from 9:00 p.m . Friday until 6:00 am. 
Saturday. The event raises money to help the children at St. Jude 
Children’s Research Hospital. The all-night event featured a tug of war, 
2.00 am  karaoke, and a lot of snacks The co-directors for JSU’s Up Til 
Dawn 2003 were Jamie Eubanks and Tim King. The event raised over 
$ 10,000 which came from teams made up of students, faculty members 
and support personnel from different campus organizations and
departments.
Left: Som e members of the Executive Council 
of Up 'T il Dawn led the games during the night.
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Up 'Til Daw n
2003
JSU
Preview
Day
Each year high 
school seniors and 
their parents are 
invited to 
Jacksonville State 
University for an 
informative preview 
of the University. 
Stephenson Hall is 
home to an Academic 
and Organizational 
Browse session on 
these days, while 
campus tours depart 
regularly from 
outside Stephenson 
Hall Above:  A future JSU student and her mom talk to 
Jerry Chandler about the Communication Department.
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Below:  JSU Panhellenic officer Lexi 
Skelley and JSU Ambassador Kacey 
Kirkland smile as they prepare their booths 
at Preview Day
Below:  Tim King, Deidra Tidwell, and 
JSU Director of Student Activities. Terry 
Casey, show their excitement about the 
incoming students
Left:  The
Jacksonville
State
University 
Show Choir 
performed for 
the students 
and their 
parents at 
Preview Day
Preview Day 43
Left: A JSU 
international student 
shows her support of 
the U.S. by holding an 
American flag.
Left: The entire 
International House 
gathers for a group 
photo.
Right: Elisa 
(native Holland), 
Graciela, Moayad 
Al-Zoubi, and 
Mamadou Fall 
enjoy swimming 
at a lake in early 
fall 2002.
Right: JSU International 
student Graciela Garcia from El 
Salvador spends time with two 
friends from the Jacksonville 
Boys and Girls Club.
Q u ick  F acts
Number of Countries 
Represented:
34
Number of Languages 
Spoken:
16
Farthest Hometown 
from Jacksonville: Ho 
Chi Minh City, Vietnam, 
9,260 miles
All photographs 
courtesy of Dr. 
Ketterer.
The group at right are 
all participants in the 
International 
Program's United 
Nations Day Tea. The 
UN Day Tea is an 
opportunity for the 
members of the 
International House to 
educate the campus on 
the various cultures 
represented at JSU. 
This year the tea took 
place on October 27, 
2002.
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(Left to Right) Mr. Cleophus 
Thomas, Jr., President of the 
International Endowment 
Foundation at JSU; Mrs. Sherry 
Butler, Chair of the Scholarship 
Committee, State Board of the 
Alabama Federation of  Women's 
Clubs; Ms. Sushmita Silwal, 
recipient of the 2002 AFWC 
Scholarship; Mrs. Jane Schmalz, 
President of the AFWC; Dr. 
William A. Meehan, President of 
JSU; Dr. John J. Ketterer, 
Director of the International 
House Program.
Below: International 
students Toby, Nuria, 
Arturo, and Rodney 
enjoy playing soccer 
together.
International
House
The International House Program at Jacksonville State 
University began in 1946 with five students from France. The 
program initially focused on languages.
Today there are forty members of the program, twenty 
American students and twenty international students. Each 
international student is from a different country and is roomed 
with an American student. Though emphasis is still placed on 
languages, greater emphasis is now placed on the overall 
aspects of cultural understanding.
Truly, the International House Program provides "A  
Window on the World" for students at Jacksonville State 
University and the surrounding community.
Left: New 
International 
House students 
(standing) 
Alphonso, Viviana, 
Elizabeth, Gordana, 
(sitting) Rebecca, 
Steve, and Echo 
smile for a picture 
on the group s 
rafting trip.
Photos by Dr. Ketterer
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The Jacksonville State University Student Government Association held the annual 
Casino Nite on March 6, 2 00 3  at 7: 00p.m. The night helps raise money for SGA 
activities and other events. Many faculty and staff members at JSU transform into 
black jack, craps, and poker dealers for the night. Prizes, donated by many area 
businesses, were given away. This year's event raised over $ 970.00.
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Below:  JSU President Bill Meehan manned the roulette 
table while JSU students tried to win some chips
Right:  This JSU 
professor had a popular 
table all night.
Casino Night
Above:  Senator Alison Pierce gives the guys a break 
when she tries to spin the big wheel
Casino Night 4 7
Below:  Marshontri Reed and other JSU 
students try to win some coins at the slot 
machines
Below:  JSU Professor Steve Whitton deals 
out a few hands of cards to some JSU guys.
Karaoke in the Cafe is held at various times throughout the 
year. It is a favorite part of fall and spring final exam time, 
Homecoming activites and J-day. This year Karaoke in the 
Cafe was held in conjunction with “Emerging Leaders Day", 
which was an event for high school juniors in the area 
Karaoke in the Cafe is also held during the very stressful 
week of finals in both the fall and spring semesters. It takes 
place along with a midnight snack in the cafe for all students 
at 12:00 am. on “Dead Day."
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Right: Shelley 
Capes and a 
friend perform 
for everyone 
during Karaoke 
in the Cafe.
Below: Som e JS U  Ambassadors, including (Left to 
Right) Katie Clifton,  Katy Skinner, Allison Pierce, 
Kacee Kirkland, Brooke Bell and Shelley Capes, are 
among the first to volunteer to sing
Karaoke. 
in the cafe
Left: JSU 
sophomore 
Angela Estes 
shows everyone 
just how much 
she likes to sing.
Above: Even JSU 
staff members like to 
dance when they hear 
music in the cafe.
Left: JSU students 
Angela Estes, Andy
Green and Robert 
Hayes combine their 
vocal cords for a trio 
at Karaoke in the 
Cafe.
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Right: Patterson Hall 
residences must meet the 
same requirements as 
Logan Hall residences.
Left: Crow Hall is the 
only a ll male dormitory 
on campus. It houses 
approximately 170 male 
students each year.
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The only all female dorm on 
campus is Sparkman Hall 
Sparkman houses over 300 
women each semester. The five 
Panhellenic Sororities on campus 
have floors in Sparkman where 
many of their members live,
1) Short walking distance from other
on-campus buildings.
2) Less expensive than apartments.
3) Opportunity to meet many
different people.
Residence Hall
Student who live 
in Logan Hall 
must have 
accumulated 
over 32 hours 
with a minimun 
GPA  of 2.25 or 
be a Faculty 
Scholar.
Dixon Hall is the home of the 
Marching Southerners, Any 
Southerner, regardless of class 
standing, may live in Dixon.
Below: Fitzpatrick Hall is home 
to the F.I.R.E. program. This 
program is designed to help 
Fitspatrick’s 215 freshman 
residents adjust to college life. JSU
Residence
Life
University housing at Jacksonville State University consists of seven residence 
halls, six apartment complexes, and several university owned houses. A ll seven residence 
halls, formally known as dorms, are pictured on this page. The residence halls are located 
within walking distance of all university academic buildings. Most halls are wired for 
internet access and all provide telephone service, snack machines, and laundry facilities.
Daugette Hall is the oldest 
dorm still in use on 
campus. It is a traditional 
residence hall that houses 
approximately 120 co-ed 
students.
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Housing
Alternatives
Although many JSU students reside in one of seven 
campus residence halls, some choose a different 
approach to housing Dorms may feel a hit cooped to 
students who are used to the amenities of home and 
apartments can have noisy neighbors in close 
proximity. Students who feel this way may choose to 
rent a house in Jacksonville. While they are not the 
majority, there are still many house renters on our 
campus. The University Housing Department even 
owns ten houses that students can rent.
Left:  College students like to bring part of 
home with them to school;  for some, the 
best part o f home is their pets. These two 
cats enjoy being near their owner in their 
home away from home
Above:  One advantage of renting a house is the front porch 
Margaret Dorman and her housemate find their porch to be 
very useful and inviting
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Left:  JSU student 
Danni Lusk moved 
into a house 
because they allow 
animals and most 
apartments do not
Photographs 
courtesy of 
M isti Hayes.
Below:  Margaret Dorman 
and her housemate enjoy an 
afternoon sitting in their 
living room.
Left:  Danni Lusk's 
cats seem to enjoy the 
comforts a house 
provides
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Frances Archeleta registers students as they enter the 
TMB Auditorium to pick up their ballots and cast their 
votes.
SG
A
 E
LE
C
TIO
N
SGA
Chris Cook campaigned for SGA 
President by placing bedsheet 
signs at strategic locations around 
campus.
Alesha Ingram hung handmade 
signs in buildings all over campus 
to encourage students to vote for 
her.
Left: A JSU 
student 
drops his 
ballot into 
the locked 
ballot box 
on election 
day, while 
student 
government 
officials 
look on.
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Student 
Government 
A ssociation 
Officers
On March fourth and fifth, 2003, the Jacksonville 
State University student body elected the following 
students as their new SGA officers: President-
Chris Cook, Vice President of Organizational 
Affairs- Alesha Ingram, First Vice President- 
Emily R . Williams, and Vice President of Student 
Activities- Mardracus Russell, Thirty-five new 
senators were also selected. Jennifer Mince was later 
selected as Director of Publicity. Pictured above (left to right): Alesha Ingram, Emily Williams,
Alesha Ingram 
Vice President of 
Organizational Affairs
Emily Williams 
F irst Vice P resident
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Chris Cook 
President
Mardracus Russell 
Vice President of 
Student Activities
Jennifer M ince  
Director of Publicity
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Chris Cook, Mardracus Russell, and Jennifer Mince.
Ayers Lecture
The annual Ayers Lecture was held on Tuesday, April 1, 2003 
at the Houston Cole Library. This years speaker was R.W. “Johnny" 
Apple. Mr. Apple spoke about the current political climate, the war 
and excellence in journalism. In February 2002, Apple became 
associate editor of The New York Times. He was born in Akron 
Ohio, in 1934 and began his career as a reporter for The Wall street 
Journal
The Ayers Lecture Series honors Harry M. and Edel Y. Ayers, 
both past publishers of The Anniston Star. The series is by 
journalists and for journalists and is intended to capture original 
insights about news and truth and bring it home to those of us who 
live in this part of Alabama
Right: R.W. 
Apple begins 
his lecture.
Below: Mr. Brandt Ayers, current editor of The Anniston Star, 
introduces Mr. R.W. Apple, Jr.
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Jacksonville State University 
President, Dr. B ill Meehan, 
welcomes all faculty, students, 
and guests to the Ayers 
Lecture Series.
Below: Mr. Brandt Ayers, 
descendant of Harry and Edel 
Ayers, tells the audience 
about Mr. Apple’s numerous 
accomplishments.
Left: Dr. B ill 
Meehan, Mr. Brandt 
Ayers, and other 
audience members 
listen intently to 
R.W. Apple’s 
speech.
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dents are happy, but the new plan 
has worked. This is just one of the 
few growing pains that JSU has 
faced in the past year, but we are 
glad that we have to worry about 
them because that means JSU is 
only getting bigger and bigger.
Jacksonville State University has ex­
perienced major growing pains during 
the year. These pains are new affect­
ing class sizes and schedules, in the 
past year, to help with the increasing 
parking and traffic problems, JSU de­
cided to vary class schedules more than 
in the past. Fewer classes were offered 
during the popular 9:OOam-12:00pm 
time frame. This caused many students 
to begin scheduling more afternoon 
classes to compensate. The verdict is 
still out as to whether or not the stu­
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Intellectual Growth
This graduate waves to family and friends in the crowds 
before the ceremony begins.
The top graduates for the 10:00 ceremony were Summer 
Kirby, Jenny Hinson, and Lori Kaye Akins.
instead of a guest speaker for these commencements, Dr. 
Meehan gave a short inspiring speech to encourage the 
graduates.
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Pete Mathews was packed with friends and family to 
watch the graduation ceremonies.
Fall Commencement
Dr. John H. Jones, president of the faculty senate, leads 
the faculty procession for both fall graduation exercises.
These graduates from the 2:00 ceremony check out the 
programs to see who is graduating with them.
Fall Commencement 2002 was a perfect 
example of the growing pains that Jacksonville 
State University is experiencing. For the first 
time JSU had a split graduation to allow more 
fam ily and friends to witness the graduation of 
their loved ones. The split graduation was a 
big success. A t both ceremonies the stands of 
Pete Mathews Coliseum were packed. Tickets 
were no longer required and each graduate could 
invite  whoever they wanted.
The first ceremony started at 10:00 am and 
consisted o f graduates w ith a bachelor of 
science in education and a bachelor of science 
in nursing. Graduates of masters programs in 
those fields were also included.
The second ceremony began at 200 pm. 
These graduates were receiving degrees in 
business or a bachelor of arts and sciences.
Both ceremonies included words from 
President Meehan, and m usic led my Ken 
Bodifer.
The lop graduates from the 2:00 ceremony, Eston Alex 
Cobb and Tamara Blackwell get their picture made w ith 
Dr. Meehan.
The time has finally come for these graduates to turn 
their tassels and officially become alumni of Jacksonville 
State University.
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Jacksonville State University Spring Commencement was held on April 
25, 2003 at 6:30 pm  in Pete Mathews Coliseum The commencement 
address was delivered by Pete Mathews, University Trustee. Four 
students graduated summa cum laude with a perfect 4.0 GPA. They were 
Tanya Holcombe of Fruithurst, AL; Kristy Waldrop of Pell City, A l; 
Brandi Nuss of Jasper, AL; and Elizabeth Saten of Jacksonville, AL.
Spring
Commencement
2003
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Spring Commencement 65
Jacksonville State 
University’s President 
Dr. Bill Meehan
Dr. Meehan and his wife Beth wave to the crowd during half-time of
the Homecoming game.
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Left: Dr. Meehan 
congratulates a student at 
Fall Graduation.
Right: Dr. Meehans children salute 
the American Flag during the 9/11 
Remembrance ceremony.
Right: Dr. Meehan 
watches the 
2002 Homecoming 
Parade.
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Faculty and Staff 
Awards 2003
Toni Lindsey accepts Faculty 
Member of the Year from President
Meehan.
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Left: Employees gather for a 
brief picture before the 2003 
Staff Awards began.
Below: Staff members applaud 
recipients of employee of the 
month.
Above: Employees of the month for the year 2003 were as follows: Joanne Moore, 
Tieo-Ha Ma, Judy Harrison, Trula Addison, Tina Trussell, Robert Wright, Lea 
Kittrell, Perry Owens, Lee Swinson, Pam Jumper, Christy Shelton, Tony Lindsey.
The Faculty and Staff gather 
together for the 2003 Staff 
Awards.
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And so he goes...
L lo y d  D o b y n s  leaves J S U
70 The Mimosa
Lloyd Dobyns closed out his six-year stint as the Ayers Chair in Communication at JSU at the end of May to return to writing full time.
“I'm 67 years old,” he said. “In three years I will be 70. I’m going back to something I did for 10 years and enjoyed enormously. The nice thing about freelance writing: there’s not an editor alive who cares how old 
you are. All he cares about is, ‘can you get me the story on time?’ If you can, you can be 106 and no one cares.”
Dobyns’ final public lecture dealt with major policy changes implemented by the Federal Com­munications Commission.
“Essentially what it would do is open up television ownership completely to the giant media companies that control everything now. So, they would not only con­trol all the newspapers but all the television stations.”
Dobyns, who was an anchor and news correspondent for NBC News, said the change could have a major impact on the way televi­sion networks cover the news.
“Do you think they’re going to worry about what you like to see on TV, or do you think they’re going to sit around and count their money? When I originally 
went into television, the FCC said you had to operate ‘in the public interest, necessity and in the public in­terest. They won’t have to do that any more. Now, news
programs are put on air now because they are cheaper to produce than entertainment programs.”What can a person do to stay well-informed? Says Dobyns, “Essentially you’re going to wind up reading books, I guess, except that the publishing houses are owned by the same conglomerates. We have managed to take all these independent media we used to have and turn them over to literally a handful of companies.”
Dobyns is concerned about the ownership trend and thinks ev­eryone should be aware of what’s happening, since the com ing  changes have been m ostly  shrouded in secret.
“It’s possible someone is go­ing to stand up and say ‘how do we solve this?’ The answer is, I don’t know.”
Dobyns said his lack of pro­posed solutions is typical of a jour­nalist.
“In all those years of report­ing, not once did I give you a solu­tion. This is what’s going to hap­pen —  you do what you want.”
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FACULTY & STAFF
N. Bekhouche 
E d  Bellman 
Mary Bevis 
Robbie Boggs 
Jan Brimm
Laurie Charnigo 
Mary Cheatwood 
Gail Childs 
Gena Christopher 
Louise Clarke
David Cobb 
Richard Cobb 
Fred Coble 
Pat Conway 
Patricia Corbin
Debbie Curry 
A lice Cusimano 
Rick Davis 
Francis Deborah 
David Dempsey
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J. D. Abercrombie 
Johnathan A dams 
Kaye Batchelor 
Thomas Baucom 
Larry Beard
Glen Browder 
Mylinda Brown 
Linda Cain 
Ralph E . Carmode 
William  D. Carr
Ardie Dial 
Carmine Di-Biase 
Susan Di-Biase 
Robert Evans 
Angie Finley
Jennifer Foster 
Kathleen Friery 
Tori Gaddy 
Robert G. Graham 
Lisa Green
Kim  Gregg 
Luke Griffin 
Margaret Griffin 
Mijitaba Hamissou 
John Hammett
Marcia Hardney 
Randy Harper 
Ronnie Harris 
L . Quinn Head 
Arland Henning
Celia B . Hilber 
Gloria Horton 
Monika Hossain 
B ill Hubbard 
Marvin Jenkins
Cynthia Jensen 
Franklin L. King 
Stephanie Kirvy 
Jerry D. Kiser 
Ted Klim asewski
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FACULTY & STAFF
George Luderbaugh 
George Lord 
Patsey Lowry 
Sonja McAbee 
Hugh McCain
Judy McCrary 
Judith McKibbin 
Terry Marbut 
Michael B. Marker 
w illiam  Meehan
Nancy Mellen 
Ronald Mellen 
John Merriman 
Susan Methvin 
Howard M iller
Shannon Morrison 
David Myer 
Paula Napoli 
J. Gordon Nelson 
Charles Notar
James Roberts 
Frank Romano 
Kelly W. Ryan 
Michael Sanders 
Susan Sellers
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Stephen Nowlin 
Harry Nuttall 
Deborah Prickett 
Denise Richardson 
Gena Riley
FACULTY & STAFF
Joe Serviss 
Linda Shelton 
Audrey Smelley 
Tim  Smith 
Jennifer Strain
Sandra Sudduth 
Phyllis Taylor 
John C . Thomas 
Debra Thompson 
Roland Thornburg
Rebbeca Turner 
Carol Uline 
Sandra Walker 
Donald Walter 
Janet White
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FACULTY & STAFF
Steven Whitton 
Jan W ilson
Alabama has UAB, Auburn has AUM, 
and JSU has JSUG
By Katie Carter
Since 1972 Jacksonville State University has offered 
classes in nearby Gadsden. It is only recently that JSU has 
made itself a permanent location in Gadsden with the Joe 
Ford Center for Econom ic Development.
The addition of the Joe Ford Center made JSU-Gadsden 
more visible and better equipped. There 
have been JSU classes taught in Gadsden 
far longer than the build ing has been 
around. The program  started as a 
cooperative agreement between JSU and 
the U n ive rs ity  o f A labam a. In th is  
agreement a JSU student could be sitting 
next to a U of A student in class and those 
credit hours would go to the two seperate 
schools. This worked until 1987 when the 
agreement was dropped. It was not long 
after that JSU realized their growing partnership with Gadsden 
State Community College. JSU classes were soon being 
taught on the GSCC  campus. Now years later we can now 
see the Joe Ford Center as a symbol of the strong partnership 
between JSU and GSCC.
The building presently houses the administrative offices 
of JSU-Gadsden and administrative space for the Gadsden
State Community College. It houses six classrooms that seat 
40, one classroom that seats 80, and a video-conferencing room 
that seats 38. The technology lab accommodates approximately 
20 students at a time and the computer lab can serve up to 24 
students at a time.
The JSU-Gadsden offers junior and senior 
level courses in several programs including 
elementary education, finance, and business 
management, as w ell as classes for the 
Masters of Business Administration and upper 
level Arts and Sciences classes.
A  student can take c lasses at both 
locations. They can also be advised, register 
for classes, pay tuition, and pick up financial 
aid forms just like on the main campus. 
"What we do prim arily in Gadsden is 
accommodate the non-traditional student," says Ralph Burke, 
director of the Gadsden Campus. “That means that these are 
students who are commuting and who are coming back to 
school after some length of absence."
Because of the new updated and expanded space, Burke 
hopes that the JSU-Gadsden campus w ill be able to house all 
of the classes under one roof and expand course offerings into 
other areas.
“What we do primarily 
in Gadsden is 
accommodate the non- 
traditional student,” 
says Burke
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Students in a elementary education class attending JSU Gadsden
Who’s Who Among American UniverstadColg
Kimberley Barden 
Major: Political Science & 
Communication
Activities: Phi Mu Fraternity, JSU Ballerina. Basketball Go- Go Dancer, Model Arab League Head Delegate, Society of Professional Journalist, Omicron Delta Kappa, Pi Sigma Alpha, Up 'Til Dawn, DJ at 92J, Political Science Club Secretary, College Republicans, intern for Congressman Mike Rogers in D.C., intern for Fox61 in Chattanooga.
What are your future plans? Get a masters degree in public administration, go to law school, become a news anchor, and get involved in politics.
Shaa Bolt
Major: Physical Education
Activities: HPER Club- Secretary
What advice would you give to new JSU 
student? Start studying your first year, not 
your last.
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Jana Lee Bowman
Major: Accounting
Activities: Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi 
Eta Sigma, Student Accounting Associa­
tion
What advice would you give to a new 
JSU student? Work hard in all your 
classes, have fun, and live life to the 
fullest.
Tracy Brazier
Major: Elementary Education
Activities: Omega Psi Phi, Theta Eta 
Chapter President; NPHC Vice President; 
NAACP
What will you miss most about JSU? 
Getting to know new people from all walks 
of life, my friends, fraternity brothers.
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Who’s Who Among American UiverstadColg
C. DeAnn Brooks
Major: Nursing
Activities: National Student Nurses 
Association (NSNA); Jacksonville 
Association o f Nursing Students 
(JANS)
What advice would you give to a new 
JSU student? To enjoy your first two 
years o f college because after that it 
really starts to get difficult.
Sheena Brooks
Major: Technology
Activities: Omicron Delta Kappa; 
Art Alligence; Visual Arts Society; 
NAIT; JSU Potters Guild
What is your greatest JSU 
memory? All my memories o f my 
time here will be the greatest. It's 
not often you get the chance to got 
to college after you have a family.
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Michelle Allison Conner
Major: Elementary Education
Activities: Marching Southerners; Sigma 
Alpha Iota; Pi Lambda Theta; Phi Eta Sigma; 
Omicron Delta Kappa; Kappa Delta Epsilon
Why did you come to JSU?
I came to JSU because o f its widely known 
education department and outstanding 
marching band.
Billie Sue Davis
Major: Education/Language 
Arts
Activities: Psi Chi National Honor 
Society: Sigma Tau Delta National Honor 
Society
What will you miss most about JSU? I 
will miss the excitement o f beginning a new 
semester every Fall and the fresh chal­
lenges that each one holds.
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Rhonda Lynn Dennis
Major: History/Social Science
Activities: Phi Alpha Theta, Omicron Delta Kappa, and JSU History Club.
What are your future plans? I will pursue my masters degree. One day. I would love to get into one of the International Teaching Programs because I want to travel.
Jennifer Downs
Major: Nursing
Activities: JSU Ambassador. Phi Mu Fraternity, Sigma Theta Tau, Rho Lambda, Phi Eta Sigma, Nurses Christian Fellowship, and Jacksonville Association for Nursing Students.
What are your future plans? I would like to work as a nurse at Children's Hospital and go back to school to be a Nurse Practitioner.
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Christian Fernandez
Major: Finance
Activities: President of the Financial Management Association, Active Participant in JSU theatre, Resident Assistant, Golf Team.
Why did you come to JSU? I came here because I was offered a golf scholarship but that is not what kept me here. I soon felt at home and developed other interest such as acting.
Andrea Battle Ferrell
Major: Early Childhood Education
Activities: Coordinator of Junior Achievement. Title I Committee Member, System Wide Professional Development Member, School System Calendar Committee, Alabama Reading Initiative Presenter: Phonics Second and Third Grade, School Representative for Collaborative Professional Development/ ARI.
What advice would you give to a new JSU student? Go in with an open mind, self-motivation, enthusiasm, and stigma-then hold on for the ride!
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Michael A. Guttis
Major: History
Activities: Phi Alpha Theta and Omicron Delta Kappa
What are your future plans? With a masters in history and soon to he political science. I hope to get a teaching job at a college until I complete my Ph. D.
Mandy Layne Hendrix
Major: Elementary Education
Activities: Kappa Delta Epsilon, Kappa Delta Pi, Pi Lambda Theta, and the Presidents List.
What is your greatest JSU memory? Working with the children in the pre-school program.
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Ruben O. Herrera
Major: Communications
Activities: JSU Men’s Tennis Team. JSU International House Program, Omicron Delta Kappa and Omicron Delta Epsilon.
What will you miss most about JSU? The opportunity to represent JSU and my coach as a Gamecock. Also. I will miss all my friends and the good times we had together in this town.
Amanda Hicks
Major: Elementary Education
Activities: Kappa Delta Epsilon, and Kappa Delta Pi.
What will you miss most about JSU? I will miss the teachers in the education department. They have been so kind and taught me so much.
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Lynda Howard
Major: Criminal Justice
Activities: Alpha Phi Sigma
What advice would you give a new JSU student? I would advise a new student to take advantage of the social activities without losing focus on the main purpose for being at JSU.
Mike K. Kamangu
Major: Computer Information 
System
Activities: International Student Organization, Resident Assistant, Phi Eta Sigma, Omicron Delta Kappa, Honor and Leadership Societies.
What advice would you give to a new JSU student? Don't party more than you study.
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Kendra Leanne Kociaba
Major: Elementary Education
Activities: Phi Eta Sigma Secretary, Kappa Delta Epsilon and Dean's list.
What is your greatest JSU memory? My greatest JSU memory is being elected secretary of Phi Eta Sigma. It showed me life really does change after high school.
Carolyn Langley
Major: Education
Activities: Student Government Representative, Student Alabama Education Association, and Phi Mu Chi Beta.
What advice would you give to a new JSU student? Take advantage of all the knowledge at your finger tips. Get involved!
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Wanda Taylor Langley
Major: Education
Activities: Kappa Delta Epsilon
What is your greatest JSU memory? The many valuable friendships I made through the years as well as the positive and inviting atmosphere. I also have great memories of all the dedicated instructors I had during my JSU years.
LuEllyn Bishop Lassiter
Major: Counseling
Why did you come to JSU? For the well known quality counseling department.
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Burt Lavender
Major: Mathematics Education
Activities: Phi Eta Sigma. Phi Lambda Theta, Math Club, and Science Olympiad Judge.
Why did you come to JSU? I had been to JSU several times before I came to school here so it was a familiar place. JSU also has a good reputation among Universi­ties in Alabama which it lives up to.
Tavia McMunn
Major: Art/Photography
Activites: Delta Zeta, Omicron Delta Kappa, Rho Lambda.
What advice would you give a new JSU student? Meet everybody that you can, join every club/organization that you can, get involved, and make the most of college. Four years fly by too fast then you have to join the "real world."
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Jennifer C. Murrell
Major: MBA/Accounting
Activity: Graduate Assistant
What is your greatest JSU memory ? The day I graduated with my bachelors degree. All of my hard work had finally paid off.
Karen Krychelle Parker
Major: Communication
Activites: Omicron Delta Kappa, Vice President of Peer Educators, NAACP, Athletic Support Committee, and ACE tutor.
What is your greatest JSU memory? My apartment 701 which has become notorious for various reasons. I am really gonna miss the people and the good times I have had at that apartment.
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Leilah Alexandra Rampa
Major: Art/Graphic Design
Activities: Illustrations For: JSU Nursing Department and Political Illustrations for Anniston Star Newspaper, SGA Award in Mini Works in exhibition, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Day Seminar by Edwart Tuft in Atlanta.
Why did you come to JSU? I came to JSU because of the wonderful Art program and outstanding faculty.
Amber Reid
Major: Communication
Activities: JSU Ballerina. Zeta Tau Alpha, Society of Professional Journalist, Miss JSU 2002, Omicron Delta Kappa, Order of Omega, Rho Lambda.
What is your greatest JSU memory? Winning Miss JSU and performing at football games.
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Audrey Smelley
Major: General Studies/ Social 
Behavioral Science
Activities: Omicron Delta Kappa, Relay for Life JSU Team, Up 'Til Dawn JSU Team, and March of Dimes JSU Team.
What advice would you give to a new JSU student? Get involved in campus life. Study hard and be a dedicated student. Continue your education, no matter how long it takes you to obtain your goal.
Reagan Smith
Major: Marketing
Activities: Zeta Tau Alpha, American Marketing Association, Order of Omega, and Rho Lambda.
What is your greatest JSU memory? My freshman year! It was my first time away from home and I had a great time.
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Shannon Stephens
Major: Secondary Education/ 
Language Arts
Activities: Zeta Tau Alpha, Sigma Tau Delta, Kappa Delta Epsilon, JSU Diamond Doll, Fundraising Chair Up ‘Til Dawn, Senator, Peer Educator.
What will you miss most about JSU? The friends I have made and the faculty members who become important role models to me.
John Sudduth
Major: Accounting
Activities: Sigma Phi Epsilon, Omicron Delta Kappa, Up ‘Til Dawn, and Student Accounting Association,
What advice would you give to a new JSU student? Get involved in various clubs and organizations. Give Greek Life a major thought as well.
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Lauren Thrower
Major: E xercise Science and 
Wellness
Activities: Phi Mu Fraternity, 2001 Homecoming Court, Rho Lambda, Order of Omega, 2000-2002 Ambassador.
What is your greatest JSU memory? My greatest JSU memory was when I was chosen to be in the 2001 Homecoming Court.
Beatrize N. Vargas
Major: Secondary Education/Spanish
Activities: USA Achievement Academy, USAA/All American Scholar, Pi Lambda Theta, Kappa Delta Pi, Kappa Delta Epsilon, Phi Delta Kappa, ISO Spanish Club, and AEA.
What advice would you give to a new JSU student? Do not trust anyone. Be responsible and enjoy college life.
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Wendy Walker
Major: Master o f Science in Nursing/ 
Community Health
Activities: Sigma Theta Tau
What is your greatest JSU memory? Participating in the Mass Vaccination Seminar at the Noble Training Center.
Alan Ward, Junior
Major: Education Specialist
Activities: Phi Delta Kappa
What advice would you give to a new JSU student? If you start a race, finish it!
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Stacey Cross
Major: Nursing
Activities:Zeta Tau Alpha-President, Vice-President, Advisor; SGA-Senator, Justice; JSU Women's Golf Team, SACS Steering Committee, JANS, Order of Omega, Omicron Delta Kappa, Rho Lambda, Dean's Award.
What advice would you give to a new JSU student? Get involved! Join a fraternity or sorority, be apart of the SGA, join clubs, study, study, study. Hard work does pay off.
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Not pictured:
Carrie Lamkin Brandi Nuss Katherine Boyd Holli Washburn Amanda Jarvis Na’Brandle Tyus Kelly Amos Leslie Daniel Angela Martin Shalonda Williams Stephanie Pednergrass Kristin Arrington Loni Austin Robert Blevins Bernice Carr Laura Tonks Heather Bailey Alison Wells Jeremy Carpenter Jenny Earley Christina Brooks Christie Heathcock Jana Bowman Benjamin Carroll Rachel Black Michelle Conner James Griffey Katherine Medders Brandi Barber Daniel Brooks Kathryn Clifton Rebecca Hendrix Ruben Copeland Letisha Bryant Lisa Kelly
Allison George Pamela Hill Stephen Asbell Samuel Ellis Amanda Harkins Angela Dorough Natalie Mask Tamara Collier Roy Tate II Stacey Kay Aletha Benefield Nancy El-Zeaiter Toni Morris Amanda East Sondra Leatherwood Elizabeth Faine Brandon King Eston Cobb Farrah Gardner Scott Powell Nicole Morns Rachael Johnson Sarah Cody William Jones Evette Avery Wesley Peppers Timothy Whitehead Lacey Daniel Kere Bolt Cynthia Fountain Leilah Rampa Robyn Worthen Deborah Wood
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Sororities Fraternities
Greek
Life
Right: Sisters of ZTA eagerly waited to greet their 
new members.
Below: Alpha Xi Delta is all smiles that Recruitment is finally 
over.
Above: Jen Crystal and Allison await the new members
of Delta Zeta.
Middle right: The new A-O-Cutie Pi's gather for their first 
picture together.
Right: The sisters of Phi Mu are very excited to have a 
picture made with their new members.
Bid Day 2002
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Left: Allison, Darcey, Allissa, Marion, and Amber are very proud to be a part of 
Delta Zeta
Midlie Left: A lpha Xi Delta get crazy for their big group picture.
Below The new Phi Mu's pose for their first pledge class picture.
Bid Day 101
The new members of Zeta Tau A lpha are excited on their decision to "Go Greek!" Stephanie, A shleigh, Mandy, Em ily, and Laurie give each other a big group hug.
AOΠ
Alpha Omicron P i
Left: The New A  O 
Cutie Pi’s pose for 
picture before go­
ing out on Bid 
Night.
Right: Alpha Omi­
cron Pi just hanging 
out in their chapter 
room.
President, Heather Miller 
VP Academics Lacey Daniel 
VP Education and 
Panhellenic, Allison pierce 
Treasurer, Nikki Taylor 
Social Leann Davis
Chapter Relations, 
Kristi Smith 
Recording Secretary, 
Tabatha Thomas 
Corr. Sec./Alum. Relations, 
Samantha Morrow 
Erika Ambrose 
Laci Barnett
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Ashleigh Benefield 
Erin Boyd 
Heather Clark 
Brittany Cobb 
Jennifer Conner
Leslie Daniel 
Elizabeth Davis 
Laurie Davis 
Brooke Davis 
Courtney Goldenberg
Lisa Harwell 
Jennifer Hopper 
Jennifer Hill 
Lee Johnston 
Allison Land
Chesley Lewis 
Mandy McKenzie 
Lynsey Murrell 
Ann Ramsden 
Dana Roberts
E rin Robertson 
Emily Rollins 
Katie Scott 
Stephanie Shourds 
Nealy Stephens
Sara Thompson 
Kaila Towns 
Ashley Wilsford
Alpha Omicron Pi 103
Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Xi Delta was very excited after the Big/Lil Revealing.
President. 
Courtney Edmunds 
Chapter Life, Amy Walker 
Membership, Katie Green 
Programs, Katie Lumpkin 
Public Relations, Becca Pugh
Panhellenic Delegate, 
Emily Randles 
Recording Secretary, 
Lindsey Spurlock 
Anna Adams 
Kim Allen 
Frances Archuleta
Megan Barclift 
Tara Blackwell 
Bonnie Borden 
Katie Carter 
Melissa Criswell
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A ΞΔ
Lisa DiMartino 
Whitney Eidson 
Heather Feltman 
Elizabeth Fine 
Celinda Gardner
Greta Goecker 
Jessica Hess 
Lindsey Hicks
Kaleena Hill
Amy Johnson
Miranda Killingsworth 
Paige Lasater 
Melissa Loy 
Kimberly Oliver 
Regina Parker
Jessica Pontero 
Ashley Pruitt 
Ann Marie Reynolds 
Jessica Sedenik 
Jessica Smith
Pamel Spurlock 
Christy Stegall 
Tiffany Stinson 
Tiffany Waldrop 
Jenny Wentworth
Jennifer Wright
Alpha X i Delta 105
Right: Tavia, Molly, 
Kimber, Nicole, Jenn, 
and Ashley stop for a 
picture at Regions Day 
at Sam ford University.
Above: Alum ni and Collegiate 
members gather together to cel­
ebrate Founder’s Day 2002. This 
was the sorority's twenty-fifth 
year at Jacksonville State Univer­
sity.
President, Tavia McMunn 
Membership VP, 
Kimber Merrill 
New Member Education, 
Jenn Jones 
Secretary, Amy  Phillips 
Treasurer, Nicole Pitman
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Delta Zeta
ΔZ
Darcey Baugh 
Jessie Brogdon 
Alissa Chandler 
Courtni Cheney 
Ashley Corley
Allison Crawford 
LeAnne Davis 
Allison Dempsey 
Amanda Edwards 
Allison Garmon
Brandi Gray 
Lauren Gray 
Ashley Hendrick 
Betina Jones 
Meghan Llewellyn
Kim Medley 
Amy Payne 
Marion Pearson 
Jody Pody 
Erin Pool
Kelli Reynolds 
Crystal Smith 
Katy Snedden 
Courtney Stone 
Amanda Tolbert
Jenifer Toth 
Heather Willyard
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Δ Σ Θ
Delta Sigma Theta
Above: Frances, Lynnette, Johanna, Edris, Rikesha, Marshontri, and Shareeenjoy "Get On Board Day" on the Quad.
Edris, Johanna, and Rikesha show off their DeltaSigma Thetlov!
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Above: Sharee, Alesha, Edris, Lynnette, Keyonda and Rikesha raise money for Delta SigmaTheta byvingkslMB.
Marshontri met Sherman Dailey, the Southern Regional 
Representative at State Cluster held at JSU
Left: Delta Sigm a Theta poses 
w ith the w inners o f their three 
on three basketball tournament.
Below: Rikesha, E d ris , Rosalind 
and Lynnette gather together for 
a night at Jefferson’s
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Delta S igm a Theta are proud to be sisters. K eyonda, A lesha, and Iye is h a . .True Sisterhood!
Phi Mu
T h e  sisters o f p h i M u gather fo r a picture at P in k  C arna tion Ball.
President, Jenny Earley 
VP, Tiffany Wood 
Treasurer, Paige Corbin 
Membership, Amanda Jarvis 
Phi Director, Brooke Bell 
Rec. Sec. Crystal Mashburn
Social/Risk Mang. 
Lauren Thrower 
Corr. Sec. Jennifer Downs 
Panhellenic, Lexi Skelley 
Scholarship, A lyson Watford 
Marianna  Adams 
Alisa Ahlansberg
Maranda Baker 
Kimberley Barden 
Brianna Bladen 
Jessica Bobo 
Susanne Burdette 
Karla Burleson 
Lauren Burnett 
Candace Burns 
Allison Byrd 
Jennifer Cash 
Melinda Clark 
Rachel Cleveland
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Katie Clifton 
Megan Cook 
Molly Couch 
Lacey Deaver 
Ashley Downling 
Lyndsi Eubanks
Barkley Fincher 
Jordan Fowler 
Laura Guyton 
Heather Harper 
Christian Harris 
Jill Hobgood
Heather Horn 
Ashleigh Hutchinson 
Lindsey Jacobs 
Adriean Johnson 
Rebekah Johnson 
Kacee Kirkland
Lanai Laminack 
Somer Leathers 
Christal Manning 
Karen Maxwell 
Erika Morrow 
Suzanne Morrow
Ashley Orton 
Beth Price 
Meredith Ray 
Andrea Reaves 
Renee Robertson 
Erica Rutherford
Rebecca Sellers 
Suzanne Stevens 
Lindsay Stonebraker 
Danielle Taylor 
Rachel Townson 
Katy Watters
Abbie Willbanks 
Julie Williams 
Paige Williams 
Rebekah Wilson 
Lindsay Wright 
Holly Yates
Phi Mu 111
Right: The new members of Alpha Xi Delta get together 
for their first group picture.
Right-middle: Phi Mu supports the the JSU softball team 
at one of their home games,
Below: Kaila and Ashleigh are excited to be part of Alpha 
Omicron Pi.
Above: Carrie Howard participates in the Homecoming 
Parade as a member of the Homecoming Court and the 
representative for Alpha Xi Delta.
Right: Sharree, Rikesha, Marshontri, Alesha, Frances, 
Iyisha and Lynette get a picture after the Greek Forum.
112 Greek Life
Sorority Snapshots
Left: The members of Delta Zeta are excited to met 
their new members at Bid Day.
Below : Zeta Tau Alpha gets a group picture with their 
trophy for winning Greek Week
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President. 
Emily Williams 
1st VP, Meredith Barnes 
2nd VP, Stephanie Janis 
Treasurer, Jenna Miller 
Secretary, Dana Engel 
Ritual, Amber Reid
Historian, Amy Yancy
Panhellenic, Crystal Roden
Scholarship, 
Stephanie Dees 
Crissy Almaroad 
Mindy Bellerose 
Rebecca Black
Karen Boyette 
Sara Burke 
Leigha Cauthen 
Jana Cosens 
S tacy Cross 
Angela Estes
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ZTA
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Left: Z T A  w as ve ry  
proud o f their 
participants in the 
Hom ecom ing Pageant.
Right: Th e  sisters o f Zeta 
Ta u  A lp h a  gather w ith 
their new  m em bers for 
a n ig h t o u t in  
Jacksonville.
Morgan Fountain 
Ashley Friedman 
Rebecca Gardner 
Leah Goggans 
Courtney Guest 
Kelly Hamilton
Brooke Hammond 
Kendra Hammond 
Jennie Henderson 
Gina Hendrix 
Brandie Highfield 
Quinn Hossing
Elizabeth Johnson 
Jennifer Johnson 
Ashlee Jones 
Cambrey Jordan 
Rachel  McCombs 
Lindsey McWilliams
Marla Medders 
Heather Moore 
Toni Moore 
Lauren Muse 
Carrie Neeley 
Katie Nelson
Lauryn Norman 
Leslie Perkins 
Kristen Piper 
Heather Plew 
Mary Poland 
Elena Prucha
Kristen Rawlins 
Casie Sanders 
Kelly Simmons 
Reagan Smith 
Amy Stephens 
Shannon Stephens
Liara Steward 
Arlene Sumarlidason 
Elizabeth Walker 
Mandy Wallace 
Jessica Walthall 
Emily R. Williams
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Mr. Michael 
Dalesandro of 
Sigma Nu received 
the Advisor of the  
Year Award.
Dr. Patricia Borstorff 
of Kappa Alpha 
Order received the 
Faculty Advisor of 
the Year Award for 
the 2nd year in a 
row.
Greek Awards 2003
Lisa DiMartino of AΞΔ  received the Greek Woman of the Year and 
Chris Cook of k a  received the Greek Man of the Year.
Kappa Alpha Order received 
the Gold President's Cup 
Award. The brothers also 
received Excellence in 
Campus Involvement and 
Excellence in University and 
Community Relations.
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Sigma Nu received the 
Silver  President's Cup 
Award. The brothers also 
received Excellence in 
Campus Involvement and 
Excellence in University and 
Community Relations, ΣN 
also had the Highest IFC 
Chapter GPA.
Alpha Omicron Pi 
received the Gold 
President’s Cup Award. 
The sisters also re­
ceived Excellence in 
Campus Involvement 
and Excellence in 
University and Commu­
nity Relations.
Zeta Tau Alpha received 
the Gold President's Cup 
Award. The sisters also 
received Excellence in 
Campus Involvement. 
z t a  had the Highest 
GPA and Most Improved 
GPA of the Panhellenic 
chapters.
Phi Mu reΦeived the Silver 
President's Cup Award. 
The sisters also received 
Excellence in University 
and Community Relations. 
ΦM had the Highest New 
Member GPA of the 
Panhellenic chapters.
Kristen Rawlins, 
President of Panhellenic 
presents Chris Cook 
  with the Greek Man of 
the Year Award.
Blake Arthur 
accepts the Most 
Improved GPA 
Award for Delta 
Chi
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 ΔX
Delta Chi
The brothers of Delta Chi get ready to go to the JSU  Homecoming football game.
Andrew and Blake are glad to be brothers.
Jeff, Scott, Angela Brittany, and Am ber have fun at 
Delta Chi’s White Carnation Form al 
Greek Life118
Delta Chi working 
hard at their Haunted 
Forrest.
The brothers of Delta 
Chi celebrate their 
brotherhood at their 
Fall Form al
Delta Chi 119
KA
Kappa Alpha Order
Left: The brothers of k a  travel 
to Samford to cheer on the JSU 
Gamecocks.
Below: Stephen, Michael, Brady. 
Nick, Adam, and Jody get 
together for a picture before the 
Fall 2002 Commencement.
President, Russ Vincent 
Vp, Ben Scoggins 
Recording Secretary, 
Craig  Mewbourne 
Corresponding, Secretary, 
Christopher Cook 
Parliamentarian, Michael Guin
Historian, Darren Mitchell 
Treasurer, Clayton Dean 
Seargent of Arms, 
Matthew James 
Marshall, Joey Stewart 
Cassidy Anderson
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Austin Bender 
James Bennett 
Michael Bentley 
Stephen Bradley 
Jordan Bradshaw
Benjamin Brooks 
Justin Chambers 
Gregory Davenport 
Ronnie Davis 
Christopher Flottemesch
S tephen Holmes 
Alex Hooper 
Buford Knopps 
Thomas Kozlowski 
Christopher LeBlanc
Matt Little 
Jeremy Nix 
Brant O’Barr 
Nick Owens 
Charles Ponder
Adam Ross 
Justin Sanders 
Jeffrey Smith 
Sam Stewart 
Brady Thrower
Charles Vencill 
Eric Worley 
Jody Wright 
KA Rose, Jessica Henry 
Faculty Advisor,
Dr. Pat Borstorff
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KAΨ
Kappa Alpha Psi
Th e  brothers o f Kappa A lp h a  Psi attend their S p rin g  Cluster Initiation in 2002.
K A Ψ enjoy socializing at their cook out during Nupe Nic Kappa Week.
The brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi volunteer at the 
Jacksonville Hospital
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The Nupes show their skills at the Kappa W eek S tep Show. Future Nupes in action during Kappa W eek.
Kappa Alpha Psi 123
k a Ψ gather for a group picture at the Spring 2K2 Probate Show “Amerika's Most Wanted"
Fraternity Snapshots
Right Dayton, Wes and Henry are proud to be apart of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Right-middle: The brothers of Kappa Alpha Order have 
fun at their River Boat party.
Below Omega Psi Phi participate in a Greek forum held 
at JSU.
Right The members of Omega Psi Phi volunteer at a 
local elementary school.
124 Greek Life
Above: Many men visit the different fraternity houses 
during Fall Recruitment.
Right: Mark Choquette installs the new IFC officers at the Greek 
banquet for the2003 school year.
Sigma Nu has fun at their Halloween party.
Some of the brothers of  Sigma Phi Epsilon enjoy a nice vacation at the beach.
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ΣN
 Sigma Nu
Some Sigma Nu’s enjoy hanging out at a party.
The brothers of ΣN get together for 
their weekly meeting
Sigm a Nu display their letters on 
the new house.
Tray and Josh have fun at the 
Talladega races.
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Marshal, Trey Parrish 
Commander,
Andrew Covington 
Lt. Commander, Chris Betzler 
Treasurer, Joshua Fuller 
Recorder, Philip Root
Dodd Biaett 
Michael Campbell 
Tyler Cheatwood 
Craig Jackson 
Louis Keilman III
Stefan Lupo 
Florjan Mucaj 
Christopher Safi 
Ernest Sewell 
Ted Starnes
Tyce Terry 
Emir Vranic
Chapter Advisor,
Michael Dalesandro 
Assistant Advisor,
John Awbrey 
Sweetheart, Jessica Kidd
Sigma Nu 129
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha Omicron Pi gather for a group picture 
after participating in the Homecoming events
The brothers of 
ΣΦE enjoy 
snow skiing in 
North Carolina
President, Damien Cordle 
VP Finance, Denver Pate 
VP Brotherhood 
Development, Brad Gordon 
VP Recruitment, 
Caleb Hayden 
VP Programming,
Wes Rodick
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ΣΦE
Pledge Educator, 
Chad Blevins 
Chaplain, Dan Maltbie 
Jordan Bankston 
Josh Boyd 
Jeremy Brush
Jonathan Dalton 
Drew Hook 
Pete Horn 
Henry Knight 
Wilbur Lock
Glynn Lockaby 
Jeremy Massa 
Matt McKay 
James Nicholas 
Dayton Niehuss
Ryan Parr 
Wade Peterson 
Matthew Ramsden 
Ricky Reynolds 
Jason Rooks
Chris Sitterding 
Justin Smith 
Owen Smith 
John Sudduth 
Mark Thomas
Clint Thomas 
Bradley Ward 
Sweetheart, 
Sherry Todd
Sigma Phi Epsilon 131
Above: Sisters of Delta Zeta have fun paddle boating at a 
local camp.
Right: Members of the National Pan-Hellenic Council and 
Carra Dawn Byford attended a conference together.
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Greek Life Snapshots
Right: The Panhellenic Council and Terry Casey get a 
group picture after the awards ceremony at SEPC
Right-middle: Some of the sisters of ZTA dress like 
Southern Belles for KA'S Champagne Ball
Below: Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi are still smiling after 
a finger paint mixer with Kappa Sigma.
Left: Sisters of Phi Mu cheer on their team at 
an intermural basketball game.
Kaila, Kenny, and Allison are happy to be participating in Homecoming together.
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Below-left: Greek members of the SGA get a group 
picture.
Below-right Chesley, Nikki, and Lee watch a JSU 
football game together.
Sisters of Delta Zeta dress up for Halloween.
Executive Board
L  to R: Treasurer/ 
Secretary, Nicole 
Pitman; 1st VP of 
Recruitment, 
Elizabeth Davis; 
President, Kristen 
Rawlins; 2nd VP of 
Judicial/Junior 
Panhellenic, Lexi 
Skelley; and PR/ 
Scholarship, Heather 
Feltman.
National Panhellenic Council
Delegates
L  to R: Katie Scott, 
Katie Carter, E m ily 
Williams, Danielle 
Taylor, and Betina 
Jones.
Alternates and 
Junior Delegates
L  to R: Molly Sosebee, 
Greta Goecker, Christan 
Harris, Mindy Bellerose, 
Abbie Wilbanks, A m y 
Walker, Christy Stegall 
and Katie McCormick.
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Interfraternity Council
To p  row: Secretary/Treasurer, Chris Cook; Public Relations/Scholarship, Ricky Reynolds, 
Bottom row: VP Judicial Affairs, Jonathan Smalley; President, Cassidy Anderson; and VP 
Recruitment, Scott Rodgers.
National Pan-Hellenic Council
L  to R: President, Tom  Siaway; Vice President, Tracy  Brazier, and  Secretary/Treasurer, Lynnette Pope.
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Greek Life Intramurals
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140 A thletics
Opening 141
Gamecock
Athletics
Kirk Botkin Jack Crowe Scott Lnng Brad McAbee
Matt Wannebo
W i l l i e  S l a t e r
Maxwell Thurmond
Jimmy OglePatrick McGee
Greg Stewart
142 Athletics
Football Coaches
A JSU player 
catches the 
pass right 
before being 
tackled.
Senior, Will 
Wagnon, 
takes off 
down the 
field to 
score for 
JSU.
Football 143
JSU
Athletic
Stats
144 Mimosa
JSU Basketball 
2002-03
Overall (2 0 -1 0 ) 
Home (10 1)
Away (7 -7 ) 
Neutral (3 -2 )
JSU Baseball 
2003
Wins 32 
Losses 26  
Ties 0
Sports Stats 145
JSU Football 
2002
Date W/L Score 
Aug 31 W 20-17
Sept 14 L 13-51
Sept 21 L 5-14
Sept 28 W 35-29
Oct 5     W 37-23
Oct 12   W 28-22
Oct 19 L 20-28
Oct 25 L 28-35
Nov 2 L 20-27
Nov 9 W 19-10
Nov 15 L 3-41
Football
Russell Green, Reggie Stancil, DeWayne Cuffie, Rondy Rogers, Corey Warren, 
Kory Chapman Maurice Daughtry, Steven Lee, Chris Kirk, Maurice Mullins, 
Corteze Graves, Charles Cartwright, Jarvis Houston Anthony Mayo, Ralph 
Jenkins, William Stansell William Bowie, Neka Willis Darrell Prater, Kenny 
Brown, Marcus Mitchell, Dexter Sistrunk, Markee Coleman, Corey Dixon Ken 
Cade, Rod Green, Roland James, Courtney Bolden, Haneef Haqq, Jeffrie Banks, 
Derek Delmarter, Marcus Lewis, Richard Cantrell Richie Rhodes, Mathangani, 
Luke Pruitt, Derrick Sistruck, Jonathan Dryer, Leroy Clark, Jonathan Crutcher, 
Dusty Millican, Kyle Meadows, Ryan Brick, Sam Blair, Reggie Poole, CJ Boyd, 
Georgie Summers, Jared Blair, Joseph Marshall, William Dowdell, Zach McCain 
Thomas Grant, Kimani Brown, Deon White, Chase Smith, Harrison Palmer, 
Gibbon Joseph, Justin Dailey, Derek Freemna, Brad Kinner, Chris White, Scott 
Stuart, Bakari Young, John Pettus, Jeff Allen Patrick Haigler, Jermaine Hoyt, 
Josh Moore, Tony Piedra, Ryan Smith, Quentin Mack, Jonathan Denson, Will 
Wagnon, Ryan Odom, Luke Carlisle, Patrick Quinn, Xavier Brooks, Jeremy 
Wilson, Mac Smith, Justin Buchanan, Quintin Bowens, Gavin Slaughter, Adrian 
Ragland, Olive McGhee, Mark Tibbs, Spencer Gordon
146 Athletics
Tight end 
Derek
Delmarter tries 
to evade the 
tackle of a 
Mississippi 
State 
defender.
Kory Chapman dodges an MSU player to 
pick up a few yards during the drive.
Football 147
Kicker, Steven Lee, leads the team onto 
the field for a big game against MSU.
148 Athletics
Football
Neika Willis, 
Junior, returns a 
punt by 
Mississippi 
State.
Quarterback, 
Anthony Mayo, 
leads the offense 
in the drive.
Football 149
A  Gamecock 
player looks on 
with frustration 
during the game.
JSU kicks a 
field goal to 
get on the 
board.
150 Athletics
Gamecock Fotbal
Running back 
Rondy Rogers 
breaks through 
the MSU 
defense.
Wide receiver 
Ralph Jenkins 
goes up in the 
air to catch a 
pass.
Football 151
Football
Anthony 
Mayo 
thinks of 
his next 
move as 
he waits 
for the ball
Kory
Chapman 
sneaks away 
with the ba ll 
as the 
players 
scrounge for 
it.
152 Athletics
Ralph Jenkins 
catches the pass 
before getting tackled 
by the other team.
Senior, 
Reggie 
Stancle, gets 
the ball to 
the tip of 
his fingers 
to attempt a 
score for the 
Gamecocks.
Football 153
Gamecock Baseball
Shundell Russaw, Jason Horn, BJ Burns, Taylor Talbot, Clark Jinks, Bret 
Pettus, Matt Ruckdeschel, Clint Carroll, Richard Turner, Cory Tucker, 
Bobby Hicks, Johnny Prosser, Josh Forrest, Brendan Rubenstein, Brian 
Haskins, Danny Civello, Jose Kreitner, Dustin Brentz, CR Palmer, Jessie 
Corn, Kerri Fair, Brent Johnson, Travis Suereth, Evan Conley, Bobby 
Wynns, John Chamblee, Dana Dawley, Scott Smith, Danny Andres, 
Allen Buckley, Josh Nix and Clark Andres
154 Athletics
Freshman, Jason Horn, 
crushes the ball to deep 
center field.
Right hand pitcher, 
CR Palmer, delivers 
a strike against 
Tennessee Tech.
Baseball 155
Outfielder Kerri 
Fair looks twice 
before
attempting to 
steal second.
Sophomore 
Brian Haskins 
makes the catch 
in time to get the 
Stetson player 
out at first.
156 Athletics
Richard Turner, 
Freshman, slides 
safely into second 
just under the 
Tennessee Tech 
player.
Infielder 
Bret 
Pettus 
dives head 
first for 
the bag at 
second.
Baseball 157
Gamecock Softball
Stacey Smith, Samantha Gutierrez, Rachel Countryman, 
Ashley cling, Emily Espenel, Renee Hasan, Veronica Davis, 
Jessica Ford, Allie Simons, Melinda McDonald, Annie Davis, 
Becky Carpenetti, Breanne Oleman, Janae Bonin and Tera 
Ross.
158 Athletics
Senior, A llie 
Simons, throws 
out a Jacksonville 
University player 
at first.
Junior, Rachel 
Countryman, throws 
from her knees to get 
the runner out from 
her short stop 
position.
Softball Team 159
First
baseman 
Annie Davis 
catches the 
throw from 
third 
baseman 
Allie Simons 
to make the 
out.
Junior Jessica 
Ford leaps into 
the air to make 
the catch 
against 
Jacksonville 
(Fla.) 
University.
160 Athletics
pitcher Tera Ross 
delivers a pitch to the 
plate for a strike to end 
the inning against the 
Dolphins.
Catcher 
Melinda 
McDonald 
looks the 
runner 
back to 
first before 
making the 
throw back 
to the 
pitcher.
Softball 161
Men's Basketball
In alphabetical order: Omar Bartlett, Carl 
Brown, Emerson Brown, James Denson, 
Abdou Diame, Trent E ager, Jay Heard, Josh 
Perry, Brad Peters, Corneillus Richardson, 
Gerald Storey, Scott Watson and Anthony 
Wilson 
162 Athletics
Denson and Heard take 
some pointers before 
heading back to the 
court.
Scott Watson, Guard, 
flies down the court to 
defend the Gamecocks 
against Samford.
Basketball 163
Gamecock Basketball
Amanda Tyus, Senior, 
dribbles the ball as she 
prepares for the pass.
Freshman, Tashia Holston, 
drives the ball down the 
court to score against 
Jacksonville University.
164 Athletics
Center, Latasha Mathis, 
goes up in the air for 
the rebound to put the 
Gamecocks on the 
board.
Freshman, Katja Fuess, 
retrieves the ball just in 
time before it goes out 
of bounds.
Basketball 165
In alphabetical order: Brittany Becker, Cobie Carlisle, MacKell Copeland, Tiara Eady, Freddricka Embry, Shanika Freeman, Katja Fuess, Ann-Marie Healy, Tashia Holston, Latasha Mathis, Kelly Nye, Shari Riley, Jessica Saxton, Heather Shepard, Laniece Thomas and Amanda Tyus
166 Athletes
Women’s Basketball
Sophomore, Freddricka 
Embry, sets up for a 
shot against Georgia 
State.
Forward, Shanika 
Freeman, goes up 
for the rebound 
over a Georgia 
State defender.
Basketball 167
Gamecock Basketball
Point gaurd, Poonie 
Richardson, makes his 
stance to defend the 
Gamecocks.
Freshman, Carl Brown, 
posts up against Florida 
Atlantic waiting for the 
ball.
168 Athletics
Senior, Jay Heard, goes for 
the shot to put the points 
on the board for 
Jacksonville.
Senior, Omar 
Bartlett, goes up for 
the dunk against 
Florida Atlantic
Basketball 169
In alphabetical order: Kelly Amos, Courtney 
Cooper, Tiffany Hollis, Ashley Howell, Ciara 
Norton, Lindsey Rogers, Bo Smith and Patrick 
Wright.
170 The Mimosa
JSU Cheerleaders
Pictured above is the White Squad which 
devotes its time to the home football games, 
volleyball, and basketball games.
The girls pump 
the crowd up as 
they lead the 
Gamecocks onto 
the field
171 Cheerleaders
In alphabetical order: Jennifer Brenneman, 
Christina Cary, Meredith Duke, Kim Halbach, 
Danika Heartt, Isabel Oquendo, Sarah Taylor, 
Michelle Tippets, Sara Tognetti, Kisha West, 
Alison
172 Athletics
Volleyball
Senior,
Alison
Wright,
takes
some
winters
from the
coach
before
taking the
court.
Sarah Taylor spikes 
the ball over the net 
to catch Belmont off 
guard.
Volleyball 173
Jennifer Atchley, Christina Simpson, Kristen 
Fleegar, Angela Tribble, Emily Hulburt, Jane 
Little, Breanne Milne, Krista Miller, Ashley Martin, 
Liz Hendricks, Owen Crosland, Kendra Benshoff, 
Ashley LaFollette, Kim Peterson, Ashley Smith, 
Felicia Guajardo, Cecelia Lounder, Joanna 
McCaughey, and Katie McCormick.
174 The Mimosa
Soccer
Kim Peterson slides 
her foot in just in 
time to steal the ball
Ashley Smith 
takes one to 
the head to 
take the ball 
away from 
the other 
team.
175 Soccer
Men’s and women’sGolf
In alphabetical order: Matias Anselmo, Richard Baldwin, Jose 
Campra, Clay Costner, Patricio Cozzoli, Chase Deck, Marie-Eve 
Dion, Sara Gallagher, Angie Green, Matthew Haglund, Shanelle 
Howell, Nicholas Mackay, Angel Monguzzi, Florencia Moran, Colette 
Murray, Travis Owens, Ty Patterson, Marilen Fernandez-Ruiz, 
Christa S cott, Steven Thomas and Dil Vashi
176 Athletics
A JSU Men’s golfer 
watches his shot 
after teeing off.
A JSU Women’s golfer 
tees off for a round of 
golf.
Golf Team 177
JSU Golf
178 Athletics
A JSU Women’s 
golfer swings from 
the fairway.
A JSU golfer hits a 
shot out of the 
bunker.
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In alphabetical order: Gaby Baca, Elisa Benhaim, Toby 
Bourke, Georgann Davis, Matt Davis, Michelle Dushner, 
Zeynap Gurkaynak, Ruben Herrera, Somer Leathers, 
Heather Miller, Arturo Nieto, Sally Pearson, Rodney 
Rapson, Raphael Rodriguez, Christian Rybertt, Karina 
Soares and Vedran Sirola
180 Athletics
Men’s and women'sTennis
A JSU Women's 
Tennis player returns a 
volley over the net.
A JSU Tennis player 
serves for a point.
Tennis 181
Tennis Snapshots
182 Athletics
Heather Miller 
returns a hard shot to 
her opponent.
Ruben Herrera runs after a loose ball.
Tennis Team 183
In alphabetical order: Anna Armstrong, LaChandra Bartholomew, 
Sam Cordts, Ashley Davis, Rachel Doak, Amber Dudley, Rebecca 
Gosnell, Lisa Hannula, Danika Heartt, Dustin Little, Eboni 
Matthews, Matt Morgan, Dayton Niehuss, Aubree Nisley, Kristin 
Piper, Aimee Pitzo, Crystal Price, Traci Reid, Johnnett Roby, Marie
Rosengren, Janet Sei, Princess Thomas and Steven Wilson.
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Cross Country & 
Track and Field
The JSU 
Women's 
Cross Country 
team puts 
everything 
into the last 
minutes of the 
meet.
The JSU Men’s 
team shows endur­
ance during an 
event.
Track and Field 185
Cocky
186 Athletics
Cocky scoots 
around the 
court to get 
the crowd fired 
up during a 
home 
basketball 
game.
Cocky wears his 
Basketball attire and 
holds up a sign 
while cheering on 
the Men’s 
Basketball team.
Cocky 187
In alphabetical order: Nathan Applebaum, Crystal Arndt, 
Kari Baldwin, Jeremy Franklin, Joshua Gibbs, James Hall, 
Tate Robbins and Kevin Simon.
188 Athletics
R ifle
Rifle Team 189
Gamecock Athletics
190
Gamecock Athletics 191
192 Organizations
Above: T racy Phillips, JSU Ambassador 
Administrator, and Ambassador Katie Clifton 
give students a tour o f campus on Preview Day Above:  One of JSU's many choirs performs 
before a football game
Left:  The 
Marching 
Southerners 
perform a 
halftime show
Right :  The GoGo's dance 
during home men's and 
women's basketball games.
Left :  S tudents involved in 
Campus Outreach practice 
for a skit.
Student 
Organizations
JSU Ballerinas pose 
for a picture after 
practice.
Ambassadors Andy Green and Ben 
Carroll represent JSU during a 
student recruiting day.
JSU Student Media Advisor 
Mike Stedham, Mimosa Editor 
Bree Davis, Chanticleer Editor 
Ben Cunningham, and 92~J 
Program Director Jordan 
Brewer represent the 
Communications Department and 
Student Media Organizations
during a Preview Day.
Opening 193
A  nationally known entity of Jacksonville S ta te  University, the M arching  Southerners have been defining the future of marching band for more than forty-five  years.
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M archingSoutherners
Comprised of students from  all over the country, the Southerners perform for thousands each season -  sending chills up the spine andtears down the face.
"With class and excellence, the Southerners extend "The friendliest campus in the South"wherever they go, both on the fie ld  and off.
Marching Southerns 195
2003 JSU BALLERINAS
As one o f lie most well known groups on campus, 
the Ballerinas are fun- loving with tradition and 
sassy with modern style. Throughout a season 
filled  with games, exhibitions, trips, and even 
practice~ the Ballerinas share a special bond. But 
most o f all, they make friendships that last 
forever!
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2 0 0 3  Ballerinas:  Crystal Bonds, Leslie Gossett, Kim 
Barden, Candy Christopher, DeAnna B utterw orth, Jenny 
Green, Stephanie Baldwin,  Tasha Jemison, Toni M orris , 
Allison Inglis, Erika B lack, Julie Needham, K elly  
Summers, Lindsey Stonebreaker, N ealy Stevens, Bonnie 
Genrty, Lindsay Taylor, Britany Lindsey, T iffany  
Hawthorne, W endy, Shannon Dunn, Jennifer D outhit, 
Brooke Huddleston.
Ballerinas 197
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GOGoDANCERSANDHARDCORPS
Hardcorps & GoGo Dancers 199
DURING ALL HOME M EN'S AND WOMEN'S BASKETBALL GAMES. ENTERTAINMENT IS PROVIDED BY THE JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY PEP BAND. KNOWN AS HARDCORPS, AND GOGO DANCERS. THESE TWO GROUPS PLAY AND DANCE UNCONVENTIONALLY TO ENCOURAGE THE TEAM AND ENTERTAIN THE CROWDS
Multicultural Services 
of Jacksonville State 
University
Multicultural Services is a program offered by JSU to 
facilitate the diverse population o f students. The purpose 
o f Multicultural Services is to be a resource for African 
American, Native American, Hispanic and Asian students.
Office of Multicultural 
Services Activities
Hispanic Heritage Month 
September 15- October 15 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Week 
Week of MLK s Birthday 
Black History Month 
Month of February 
Asian/Pacific American 
Awareness Week 
Fun Day on the Quad
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Pictured above, the Campus Outreach team.
Hanging out with Campus Outreach. F riends in campus Outreach enjoy being 
together.
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Campus
Outreach
Preparing 
for Worship.
Who said 
there are 
no more 
good men?
Christian
Women
talking
about
Christian
men.
Campus Outreach 203
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The students pictured above attended BCM's Survival 2 0 0 2  for freshmen and transfer students.
Left:  These two students were part of a mission project to Smyrna, TN
Baptist Campus Ministries
Baptist Campus Ministries is friends. BCM ministers to students at Jacksonville State University in order to reach students for Christ, grow faithful disciples, prepare students for Christian leadership and involve students in mission service. All students are invited to he a part of BCM
R ight: These students played for the BCM at a BCM vs. Wesley Foundation football game.
Left:  BCM sponsored a volleyball marathon to raise money for the Jimmy Carter Work Project.
BCM 205
Each year Wesley Foundation holds a Mardi Gras party. Students pictured below are enjoying the food and fun.
Left:  Students enjoy WESLEY NIGHT because they get to eat a free meal and fellowship with other Christians.
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Wesley Foundation
Below:  Wesley Intramural Football players gather to pray before a game I
During the week at Wesley, students can participate in weekly Bible studies, prayer groups, and the new women's study group All JSU students are welcome at Wesley The facility is a dormlike community to forty students each year, twenty male and twenty female.
Wesley Foundation 207
The following students, pictured below, were J S U  Ambassadors for 2002-2003: Brooke B ell, A n dy Green, Candice Burns, Diana Okwengu, Kacee Kirkland, Ben Carroll, A lison P ierce, K atie C lifton, K r is tin R awlins, K aty Skinner, Cambrey Jordan, Shelley Capes, A n dy P ody, Emily W illiams, Sheri Ingram , Jonathon Sm alley, M ardracus Russell, and Josh Gardner.
Jacksonville State  UniversityAmbassadors
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Ambassadors 209
Gamecock Hostesses
The Gamecock Hostess began over forty years ago and are still going strong today. The Hostesses have a year round job that takes time and effort. During the fall season the hostesses meet high school prospects from across the southeast that come to enjoy the games and meet some of the coaches. During the games the Hostesses cheer their team on just like the rest of the crowd. During the months of January and February, the Hostesses participate in official visits, The recruits and their families come to Jacksonville to team more about JSU. The Hostesses are there to answer any questions that families have about JSU. They also are there to give a student perspective on JSU as well. The Gamecock Hostesses always do their best to support and help improve Jacksonville State University Football.
Jessica and Michelle smile for 
a picture on the way to 
Mississippi State.
The Hostesses gather for a 
picture before the Jacksonville 
State vs. Mississippi State 
football game.
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Hostesses eat 
dinner with the 
recruits and their 
families during 
official visits
Jessica McCreless and 
Katie Carter smile for a 
quick picture with a couple 
of players
Hostesses and recruits enjoy a meal 
at Logan's Steak House during 
official visits in the winter.
Gamecock Hostesses 211
Right: Jess and Jordan Brewer making a run for the door after a SPJ meeting.
Left: Society of professional Journalists holds Bake Sales during preview Days in the fall to raise money for the organization.
Left; Communications students gather at the SportsNut during the Communications Department Christmas party in Fall 2002.
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Student
Com m unications
SPJThe Society of Professional
Journalists is the largest journalism organization in the world, The Society is a not-for-profit, voluntary association with a membership of professionals and students engaged in every area of journalism. The JSU chapter was founded in 1986.
Left: Public Relations Specialist Keith Sheldon is presented an award by Dr. Harbor for his contribution to Communications Week 2003. Dr. Ihator, PR professor, is among the many who attended Sheldon's presentation.
Right: Mimosa editor Bree Davis and 92-J program director Jordan Brewer presented a table on Student Media during a Preview Day.
JSUStudent MediaThe Chanticleer WLJS 92-J The Mimosa
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STUDENT
LIFE
215
Kilaru Aditga
Sam Calhoun
Judetta Cowen
Sean Kersey
Graduates
Katalin Kovacs
Jynger Morris
Norrenna Porter
Daniel Wake
216
S E N IO R S
D ewayne Adams J ill Adkins N athan Applebaum Kristen Arrington
Francis Archuleta Cem Aslan Brandie Atkins D arrell Battles
Karla Battles B rian Beavers D eAngelo B ruce G lendy Bryant
Letisha B ryant Candace Burns J errell Burns Kim Chastain
Macon Clark W ill Collins Shelia Cordy G len D avenport
Seniors 217
Chris D eal T ess D owns D eArise D uncan J enny Early
Sam Elis Cody Ewing L inda Finch Rikesha Foster
Sarita Gooden Mark Hayes Robert Hayes Kristie H eathcock
Beverly H eidrick Vickie H emphill Nakendria H enderson Autum H unt
Poshe H yman L.C. J ackson Rosemari J emison Erin J enkins
218 Seniors
J oey J ohnson J omo J ones J ason J ones J essica J ones
W ally Kellet Krystal Landers D rew Laughlin J ason Lett
Patricia Lockhar CEDILA Lounder Ashley Martin Caroly McD ill
A pril Morgan Sara Morgan N icole Morris O livia Myers
W endy Nunn Matthew O wens Abbey Parks Adrian Perry
219
Amy Phillips Leslie Pledger H eather Plew JJ Powell
Amber Reid Katie Robinson Renee Robertson J eremy Ross
Katie Skinner Elizabeth Slater A udrey Smelly Catherine Smith
Amber Spears J ames Strickland Andrew Symonds Lauren T hrower
Phillip W eaver
220 Seniors
JUNIORS
Crystal Aaron Barry Allen D uran Armprester Sheena Brooks
April Brown Brad Brown J eremY Brush Shelley Capes
T yler C heatwood Rachel Clark Kari Conrad Sharon Cooper
J ack Couch Elizabeth D avis M ichele Davis Stephanie D eese
J ennifer Douthit Robert D owing Mark D utton Courtney Edmunds
Juniors 221
Chad Felming J osh G arner KIZZIE Gooden Avis G regg
Iyisha H ampton W ill H ardin J eremy H of Amy H oyett
Christial H udson Reginald Ingram Cori J ohnson Louis Keilman
Brandon King Naeemah Law Byron Mc Gowan KIMBER M erril
Franklin M illin J eremy N orman Kelly Nye T iffany Palmer
222 Juniors
T rey Parrish T y Patterson Doug Pierce T amara P inkard
Ralph Poobe Kristen Rawlins T oni Richardson H eath Robinson
Crystal Roden Phillip Root J essica Scott A mber Singer
Lexi Skelley Jason Smith Reginald Spencer Paige Soehren
OCTAVI A stibling Matthew Sutton Cameron T hompson T omiko T hompson
Juniors 223
Maurice Valentine Sergio V iera Kevin V inson N ancy W alker
Kimberly Williams Molly W illiams J essica W althall M ichelle W eldon
Herbert W ilkerson SARITA W illiams Randy W ilson Martae W yckoFL
J
224 Juniors
SOPHOMORES
T herorun Anderson J ennifer Barrett Connaka Brown T iffany Brown
J acqueline Carter Katie Carter Kellndra Clark Christopher Colbert
M icah Coley Chris Cook T homas Cook J ames D arden
Cory D oler Ashley D owning Amanda Ford Morgan Fountain
Phillip G ray Andy G reen Kim H albach Alfred H all
Sophomores 225
Shelley H and H aneef H aqq J ohn H argraves G eoffrey H arrington
Kristen H arris Lance H arris M ichele HASE Danika HEARTT
M ichale H endking DESHAWNDRE HILL Cekeita H opper Adrienne H udson
Maecellous HUDSON Antoine J ackson Jay Jackson J aJuan J ackson
T akeysha J ackson G ibbon J oseph TERASHA J ohnson Laura Lee
226 Sophomores
Joy Lowman Michael McDonald Jenny Lux Katey Messer
Lynsey Murrell Trace Newton Christina Partin Drake Russell
Adam Schultz Joe SimsDanisha Stevenson Mignon Stricklin
N ikki T aylor J eremy T idwell Beau T illey J ennifer T immons
J esse T iner Rachel T ownsen M ichelle W ard Emily W illiams
Sophomore 227
F R E S H M E N
Kimberly Ashley Ronley Ashley David Austir Allen Baumer
Ben Beanland Akira Benison Cody Beshears Sam Blair
J onathan Breland Patrick Brown D anile Buford Brandy Caldwell
Cale Campbeil J osh Childs H eather Clark Coty Cockrell
Kevi creel J uston D ailey J ilian D avis J.K. D avis
228 Freshmen
Erica Flury Virgina Foster Amber Gillions Cecil Gooden
Erin Grubble Felicia Guajardo Nicole Hale Patrick Hamby
DeAundria Harris Danny Haper Jane Hill Ryan Jackson
Leslie Jenkins Gretchen Kidd Amanda King Sara Lawrence
Megan Lehnherr Derek Lowery Damarcus Madison Gerhard Mathangani
Freshmen 229
Nakiedra Matthews Matt Maulding Katie McCormick Justin McGaw
Megan McGirt Kandace Mikele Jonathan Morgan Matt Maulding
Chris Mostello M ontario M unford G regory Nance Evan N ixon
Ciara N orton Shannon O dom Eric O niah L indsay Painter
Brad Petters Amber Pettus Pamela P ierce Rachel Power
230 Freshmen
Ashley P ruitt Amanda Rasmussen Peter Rasmussen J ason Rich
Erin Robertson Lora Roberts B rendon Rubenstein Ryan Saccucci
D anielle Sandborn Casey Sandel Casie Sanders Robert Scott
Danile Smith Shannon Smith Brian Snead Brad Sparks
Brad Stallings Casey Stallings Lane Standard J erome Stokes
Freshmen 231
Arlene Sumarlidason Willie Swain Carrie Taylor David Teel
Melissa Tholpkins Jordyn Trammell Dil Vashi Drew Wagner
Eric Wagner Doug White Amanda Whitlock Jamila Wilburn
Heather Willyard Garland Wilson Steven Wilsson
232 Freshmen
People 233
STUDENT
L I F E
Mr. and Ms. Jacksonville StateUniversity
234 people
Home: Hokes Bluff, AL Classification: Sophomore Major / Minor: Spanish and English Campus Activities: 2003 Peer Counselor, 2003-2004 Vice President of the Student Senate, 2003-2004 SGA Senator and Executive Assistant, 2002-2003 JSU Ambassador, 2001-2002 Vice President Freshman Forum, Zeta Tau Alpha and Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
emily williams
Ms. Jax Statechris cook Mr. Jax State
Home: Rome, GA Classification: Junior Major/Minor: Political Science and Business Management; Pre Law Campus Activities: Kappa Alpha Order, Interfraternal Council and Student Government Association President
Mr. and Ms. JSU 235
Mr. and Ms. Friendly
236 people
Home: Carrollton, GA Classification: Junior Major/Minor: Communication and English Campus Activities: Zeta Tau Alpha,SGA Senator, Public Relations Organization and Society of Professional Journalist.
Stephanie deese
Ms. Friendlydrake russell
Mr. Friendly
Hometown: Dadeville,AL Classification: Sophomore Major/Minor: Secondary social science and Music Activities: Marching Southerners Ambassador, JSU Peer Counselor, and SGA Vice President of Student Activities
Mr. and Ms. Friendly 237
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Miss JSU Pageant
Katie Clifton was crowned Miss Jacksonville State University on January 11, 2003. The pageant consisted of several areas of competition including swimsuit talent evening gown and an interview allowing all contestants to discuss their platform. Katie’s plat form is MAPP. which stands to Meeting Alzheimer’s patients and People. It is a three-pronged approach to Alzheimer's awareness that focuses on meeting Alzheimer's Disease head-on” by raising money for a cure and treatment, meeting the patients in long term healthcare facilities and, meeting die needs of people who care for Alzheimer’s patients. Katie works with Alzheimer's patients and families in memory of her grandfather, Reverend Clarence Ray Till. As well as volunteering with the Alzheimer’s Association and Alzheimer’s of Central Alabama, Katie is involved in many campus organizations including, phi Mu Sorority, JSU Ambassadors, Society of Professional Journalist, Sigma Tau Delta, and Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities. Katie is a Junior from Oxford, AL and is double majoring in English and Communication. Her concentration is Radio/ Television and she gets “hands-on” experience through her job as co-host of “Wake Up Alabama” on TV 24. Katie views the tide of Miss JSU and the ability to serve this university, its students, faculty, and community as an honor and privilege. Katie will compete in the Miss Alabama pageant in June 2003.
Ms. JSU 239
Miss JSU Pageant
Pictured from le f t to right: First Runner-upKatie Skinner, M iss  J S U  K a tie  C lifto n , andSecond R unner-up  K atie N elson .
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L eft: Katie Clifton is overcome with joy from  winning M is s  J S U .
Below: Robert H ayes  performed during  intermissions of tbe M is s  J S U  pageant.
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Go For the Gold!
Glen Roswall takes a group of students each year to the Southeast Regional Tennis Championships for Special Olympics. The Championship was held at the Shipyard Racquet Club on Hilton Head Island for the year 2003. Students from JSU assisted the tennis players competing during the weekend. Ten states participated in the event of 100 athletes.
JSU student Laura Smalley stands with some tennis players she assisted while in Hilton Head.
Special Olympics 243
Jacksonville State offers 
students two alternatives for 
on-campus dining.
Jack Hopper Dining Hall is 
located on the Quad behind 
Leone Cole Auditorium and it 
serves three meals daily.
Fast food restaurants such as 
Chick-Fil-A and Taco Bell are 
located on the main floor of the 
TMB.
Students are offered the option 
of purchasing meal plans for the 
year or paying for all meals in 
cash.
244 The Mimosa
JSUFoodServices
Food Services 245
Mail Center
The mail center is a very important student service at JSU. The mail center offers a way for students to send metered or campus mail. Students can by stamps as well as send or receive faxes.All deliveries are made to the mail center. No deliveries are made to the dorms. The mail center is open Monday through Friday 8:00 am to 4:00 pm.
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The JSU Book Store
T h e  b o o k s t o r e  o f f e r s  a  v a r i e t y  o f  p r o d u c t s
t o  e v e r y  s t u d e n t  s u c h  a s ,  s c h o o l  s p i r i t  l o g o  
m e r c h a n d i s e ,  g e n e r a l  i n t e r e s t  r e a d i n g ,  h e a l t h  
a n d  b e a u t y  i t e m s ,  c o n v e n i e n c e  i t e m s ,  r e f e r e n c e  
b o o k s   c a l e n d a r s ,  p l a n n e r s ,  a n d   o t h e r  s c h o o l  
s u p p l i e s ,  m a g a z i n e s ,  f o o d ,  s n a c k s ,  g i f t s   
a n d  t e x t  b o o k s .
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JSU
hall of
fame
JS U  C ham b er  S in gers
JSU  G ospel C hoir
254 Chamber Singers & Gospel Choir
JSU Peer Counselors
The 200 3 Peer Counselors Worked hard all year to make sure F a l l  2003 freshm en  
fe lt  at home at J S U . The group of 14 graduate and undergraduate students Was 
chosen in Spring 2003. Pictured above: M a r d racus R ussell, Jimmy Prater, Tim 
King, Rosalind M oore, Jessica Bobo, Sara Thompson, Emily Williams, A ngela 
Estes, Daten N eib u ss, Robert H ayes, A lesha Ingram, Elizabeth D avis, M isty 
C assell, and M arshontri Reed. The P eer Counselors took classes to learn how to help 
the potential students and all of their hard work paid off during summer orientation.
Peer Counselors 255
2002- 2003. . .
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A  year we will 
never forget.
Mimosa Staff 2003
Front Row: Elizabeth Davis, Bree Davis, Alexis 
Skelley. Back Row: Nikki Taylor, Katie Carter, 
Kristen Rawlins. Not pictured Amber Reid and 
Mike Stedham.
258 Closing
Bree Davis 
Editor-in-Chief
Alexis Skelley 
Greek Life Editor
Amber Reid 
Organizations Editor
Elizabeth Davis 
People Editor
Mimosa -Staff 250
Katie Carter 
Academics Editor
Kristen Rawlins 
Athletics Editor
Nikki Taylor 
Campus Life Editor
260 Mimosa S ta ff
Mike Stedham 
Adviser
Finishing up
Staffers Nikki Taylor and Alexis Skelley put the final touches on the 2003 Mimosa under the watchful eye of the editor Bree Davis.
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Abbey Parks 217 
Abbie Wilbanks 111,134 
Abdou Diame 162 
Adam Ross 121 
Adam Schultz 221,227 
Adrian Perry 217 
Adrian Ragland 146 
Adriean Johnson 111 
Adrienne Hudson 221 
Paige Corbin 110 
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Alex Hooper 121
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Allison Dempsey 107
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Brad Brown 219
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Brad Petters 223,230
Brad Sparks 223
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Brady Thrower 121
Brandi Gray 107
Brandi Nuss 64,97
Brandie Atkins 217,217
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Brandon King 219,97
Brandy Caldwell 222,228
Brant O'Barr 121
Breanne Milne 174
Breanne Oleman 158
Bree Davis 213,259,261,252
Brendan Rubenstein 154
Brendon Rubenstein 223
Brent Johnson 154
Bret Pettus 154,157
Brian Beavers 217,217
Brian Haskins 154,156
Brian Seitel 24
Brian Snead 223
Britany Lindsey 197
Brittany Becker 166
Brooke Bell 110,208,48
Brooke Davis 103
Brooke Hammond 115
Brooke Huddleston 197
Buford Knopps 121
Burt Lavender 89
Byron McGowan 219
C
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Cade 146
Cale Campbeil 222,228 
Caleb Hayden 130 
Cambrey Jordan 115,21,208 
Cameron Thompson 219 
Candace Burns 217,217 
Candice Burns208
Candice Carter 24 
Candy Christopher 197 
Carl Brown 162,168 
Carlton Ward 26 
Carmine Di-Biase 73,3 
Carol Uline 3 
Caroly McDill 217 
Carolyn Langley 87 
Carrie Howard 21 
Carrie Lamkin 97 
Carrie Neeley 115 
Carrie Taylor 232 
Casey Campbell 24 
Casey Sandel 223 
Casie Sanders 115 
Cassidy Anderson 120,135 
Cassie Sanders 223 
Catherine Smith 218 
Cecelia Lounder 174 
Cecil Gooden 222,229 
Cedelia Lounder 217 
Cekeita Hopper 221 
Celia B. Hilber 73,3 
Celinda Gardner 105 
Cem Aslan 217,217 
Chad Fleming 219 
Chad Howard 24 
Charles Cartwright 146 
Charles Notar 2 
Charles Ponder 121 
Charles Vencill 121 
Chase Deck 176 
Chase Smith 146 
Chesley Lewis 103,23 
Chris Mostello 230 
Chris Betzler 129
Chris Cook 116,117,135,221,55,3
Chris Cook 235,245
Chris Deal 217
Chris Kirk 146
Chris Mostello 222
Chris Sitterding 131
Chris West 24
Chris White 146
Christa Scott 176
Christal Manning 111
Christan Harris 111,134
Christian Fernandez 83
Christian Rybertt 180
Christie Heathcock 97
Christina Brooks 97
Christina Cary 172
Christina D. West 30
Christina Partin 221,227
Christina Simpson 174,37
Christina Thompson 24
Christopher Colbert 221,3
Christopher Cook 120
Christopher Flottemesch 121
Christopher LeBlanc 121
Christopher Safi 129
Christy Shelton 69
Christy Stegall 105
Christy Walker 134
Chrystial Hudson 219
Ciara Norton 230 
Ciara Norton 222 
Clark Andres 134 
Clark Jinks 134 
Clay Costner 176 
Clayton Dean 120 
Clint Carroll 134 
Cocky 187
Cody Beshears 222,228 
Cody Ewing 217 
Colette Murray 176 
Conna Brown 221 
Connaka Brown 3 
Corey Doler 221 
Cori Johnson 219 
Corneillus Richardson 162 
Corteze Graves 146 
Cory Doler 3 
Cory Tucker 154 
Coty Cockrell 222,228 
Courtney Bolden 146 
Courtney Edmunds 219 
Courtney Goldenberg 103 
Courtney Guest 113 
Courtney Stone 107 
Courtni Cheney 107 
Coutney Edmunds 104 
CR Palmer 134,133 
Craig Jackson 129 
Craig Mewbourne 120 
Crissy Almaroad 114 
Cristina Almanza 28 
Crystal Aaron 219 
Crystal Arndt 188 
Crystal Bonds 197 
Crystal Mashburn 110 
Crystal Price 184 
Crystal Roden 114, 219 
Crystal Smith 107 
Cynthia Fountain 97 
Cynthia Jensen 73,3
D
Damarcus Madison 222,229 
Damien Cordle 130 
Dan Maltbie 131 
Dana Dawley 154 
Dana Engel 114 
Dana Roberts 103 
Daniel Burford 222 
Daniel Smith 223 
Daniel Wake 216 
Danielle Sandborn 223 
Danielle Taylor 111,134 
Danika Heartt 172,184,221 
Danile Buford 228 
Danish Stevenson 221 
Danisha Stevenson 227 
Danni Lusk 33 
Danny Andres 134 
Danny Civello 134 
Danny Haper 229 
D a n n y  H a p e r   222 
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